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Zusammenfassung
Moderne Freie-Elektronenlaser (FEL) im XUV- und Röntgenberei h liefern Energie, die
ausrei ht, um Festkörpersysteme auf einer ultrakurzen Zeitskala aus dem Glei hgewi htszustand zu bringen.

Die Änderungen in der komplexen Dielektrizitätsfunktion und die

ans hlieÿenden Modikationen der messbaren optis hen Koezienten spiegeln dann die
Strukturentwi klung des Materials auÿerhalb des Glei hgewi hts wider. Die optis he Untersu hung des Materials erlaubt es, die Reektivität oder den Transmissionkoezienten
mit Femtosekundenauösung zu messen.
Aufgrund der Eigens haften ihrer Bandstruktur sind Halbleiter von besonderem Interesse in der FEL-basierten Wissens haft. Photonen eines Röntgen-FELs können Atome ionisieren und Elektronen vom Valenzband oder aus inneren S halen in das Leitungsband eines
Halbleiters anregen. Im Falle von groÿen Ladungsträgerdi hten im Leitungsband ändert
si h die Flä he der potentiellen Energie der Atome erhebli h. Die ans hlieÿende Dynamik
der Atome führt zu strukturellen Transformationen und irreversiblen Phasenübergängen
auf einer Zeitskala von einigen

100

fs.

Andererseits können Laserpulse au h thermis he

Phasenübergänge über Elektronen-Phononenkopplung und infolgedessen Erwärmung des
Materials auf einer Zeitskala von

≈1

ps oder länger einleiten.

Die vorliegende Arbeit untersu ht drei vers hiedene Materialien -Diamant, Silizium
und Galliumarsenid- die Röntgen-FEL-Strahlung ausgesetzt werden. Die entwi kelten theoretis hen Modelle, mithilfe derer die optis he Antwort der untersu hten Materialien untersu ht wird, basieren auf semi-empiris hen Ansätzen wie, z.B., dem Tight-Binding-Modell,
die einem die Mögli hkeit geben, die Zeitentwi klung eines Systems mit einer groÿen Anzahl von Atomen zu behandeln. Die optis hen Eigens haften, die dur h strukturelle Modikationen beeinusst werden, stellen dann die Verbindung zwis hen den mikroskopis hen
Parametern und den experimentellen Observablen her.

Entspre hende Experimente mit

diesen Materialien wurden an Freien-Elektronen-Lasern im XUV- und Röntgenberei h wie
FLASH, FERMIElettra, LCLS und SACLA dur hgeführt. Die gewonnenen optis hen Messungen erlaubten es, die Genauigkeit der Modelle zu verizieren.

Abstra t
Present-day XUV and X-ray free-ele tron lasers deliver the energy su ient to drive solid
systems out of equilibrium on an ultrashort time s ale. Stru tural evolution of the material
in non-equilibrium is then ree ted in the modi ation of its
and subsequent

hanges of the observable opti al

omplex diele tri

fun tion

oe ients. The opti al probing of the

material allows to measure the ree tion or transmission

oe ients with a femtose ond

time resolution.
Due to the features of their band stru ture, semi ondu tors are of parti ular interest
for the FEL-related resear h. X-ray FEL photons are
valen e band or
density of
antly

ore hole ele trons to the

arriers in the

apable to ionize atoms and ex ite

ondu tion band in them.

In

ase of a large

ondu tion band the potential energy surfa e of atoms signi-

hanges. The subsequent atomi

dynami s leads to stru tural transformations and

irreversible phase transitions on a time s ale of a few hundred fs.

On the other hand,

laser pulses may also indu e thermal phase transitions via ele tron-phonon
onsequently, latti e heating on a time s ale of

∼

oupling and,

1 ps or longer.

The thesis studies three dierent materials - diamond, sili on and gallium arsenide exposed to X-ray FEL radiation.

The developed theoreti al models evaluating the op-

ti al response of investigated materials are based on semi-empiri al approa hes, su h as
tight-binding s heme, whi h give an opportunity to treat the time evolution of the system with a large number of atoms. The opti al properties, being ae ted by stru tural
modi ations, then set up the link between the mi ros opi

parameters and experimen-

tal observables. Corresponding experiments with these materials were performed at su h
XUV/X-ray FEL fa ilities as FLASH, FERMIElettra, LCLS and SACLA. The obtained
opti al measurements allowed to verify the a

ura y of the models.
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion

Ultrashort laser pulses (of femtose ond time duration,

τ = 10−15

fs) generated by modern

free-ele tron lasers (FEL) in XUV and X-ray range (LCLS [1℄, SACLA [2℄, FERMI [3℄,
FLASH [4℄ et .) are widely used today in physi s, material s ien e,
A broad range of systems from gases to

lusters and strongly

hemistry and biology.

orrelated materials have

been already studied in this way. The pulse intera tion with matter ae ts its stru ture
on mole ular and atomi

level. Depending on the pulse duration, intensity,

in iden e angle, FEL radiation

an trigger dierent pro esses in matter, su h as

rea tions, radiation damage, phase transitions, and
X-ray/XUV pulses
photon energy

h̄ω >

reates exoti

hemi al

states of matter et .

an be used for various purposes.

For example, hard X-rays (with

5 keV) are of importan e for X-ray

rystallography due to their large

penetration depth in the material and the wavelengths
distan e.

oheren e and

On the other hand, soft X-rays (h̄ω

< 5

omparable with the interatomi

keV) and XUV (10 eV

< h̄ω < 124

eV) are e ient for the pro esses where photoabsorption is strongly involved, as at su h
energies it dominates over the Compton s attering.
In our work we are fo using on the simulation of ele troni

kineti s and atomi

dynam-

i s in bulk semi ondu tors, whi h leads to stru tural transformations. The Fermi level in
semi ondu tors is lo ated between the valen e band and the
herewith are situated mu h

ondu tion band. The bands

loser to ea h other than in insulators, and the band gap width

1
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in semi ondu tors may vary from

∼

2

0.1 eV to a few eVs depending on

lassi ation. This

implies the situation that in an external eld ele trons, whi h at the room temperature
o

upy only the valen e band,

the

ondu tion band, thus

an be ex ited, over ome the band gap and be transferred to

reating holes in the valen e band and for ing the system out of

equilibrium. If the number of ele tron-hole pairs is su ient, the
potential

hanges, and atomi

du tors. Thus,

onsequent interatomi

relo ations then lead to stru tural modi ations of semi on-

hanging stru tural properties of semi ondu tors are interesting not only

from the prospe tive of their appli ation in material s ien e, but also as a phenomenon, in
whi h initial ele tron-hole ex itation triggers a

omplex transformation pro ess. In

photoex itation it is often su ient to rea h the ne

ase of

essary photon density with a single

FEL pulse in order to promote enough ele trons to the

ondu tion band. It is also easier

to deal with a single pulse from the simulation point of view as well as from the experimental perspe tive, as the modern timing tools
a

ura y. Therefore, in our resear h we will

single FEL

pump

The work

an dene pulse duration with femtose ond

onsider simulations and experiments where a

pulse was used.

ontains four main Chapters. In Chapter 2 we provide the theoreti al ba k-

ground whi h is vital for our resear h. An overview of the prin iple of FEL sour e work is
given in the beginning of the Chapter. Then we subsequently dis uss pro esses that take
pla e within the material after the FEL shot, from absorption of photons by ele trons to
ele tron-latti e equilibration.

Later we introdu e opti al properties, whi h

an be mea-

sured during the evolution of these pro esses, and dis uss band stru ture formalisms whi h
an be potentially applied. In Chapter 3 we
to a

onstru t our theoreti al model whi h is able

ount for the pro esses highlighted in Chapter 2 and to

syn hronously with atomi

al ulate the opti al properties

dynami s. At the end of this Chapter we test the model on

the materials in equilibrium. In Chapter 4 we

ome to the a tual results of our work. In

this work, we dis uss the ultrafast (on a time s ale up to several pi ose onds,

t ∼ 10−12

s) transient phenomena in three materials - diamond as a

arbon, sil-

rystal stru ture of

i on and gallium arsenide. Parti ularly we study transient dynami s of the laser-indu ed
graphitization of diamond, amorphization of sili on and ele tron-phonon

oupling in GaAs
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below damage threshold. The Chapter 5 is dedi ated to the

on lusions of the work and

outlook of the future development of the model and its appli ations.
Ultrafast phase transitions in diamond and sili on, whi h we observe,
of a very high density of
potential energy surfa e

harge

arriers in the

ondu tion band and a

hange. Su h kind of phase transitions is

it is not indu ed by ele tron-phonon

an also be results

oupling whi h is typi al for a

orresponding

alled non-thermal, as
onventional thermal

phase transition. Note, that all of these phenomena have been known for signi ant amount
of time, but so far they have been investigated primarily as a
in opti al regime.
that su h ee ts

In
an o

ontrast, here we

onsequen e of irradiation

on entrate on XUV/X-ray irradiation, proving

ur in this photon energy range as well. Moreover, semi ondu ting

materials nowadays are used in X-ray opti s and then all possible X-ray damage ee ts
should be studied to estimate their radiation toleran e.
There are several ways to tra e the non-equilibrium dynami s in theory and experiment. Here we tra e it by
method is hosen as opti al

al ulation of the opti al response in irradiated materials. This
onstants like ree tivity or transmittan e distin tly hara ter-

ize stru tural properties of the materials, and are a

urately measured in the experiments

on a short time s ale. The pump-probe te hnique allows to a quire a time-resolved pi ture
of the stru tural pro esses and to unveil their me hanisms by measuring the opti al probe
pulse signal intera ting with the material.
As the band stru ture of the semi ondu tors

annot be des ribed a

urately enough

ab initio methods are

omputationally

without quantum theory and on the other hand pure

ine ient for the des riptions of the systems with many atoms under non-equilibrium in
time-resolved manner, we arrive at the semi-empiri al transferable tight-binding des ription
of the band stru ture. In addition, we are using
the atomi

lassi al mole ular dynami s for treating

motion. We also adopt the idea of separating all ele trons in the solid system in

two domains and treating them either with Monte Carlo method or with thermodynami al
approa h, depending on their energy. The
binding approa h and

omplex diele tri

al ulation of opti al properties is based on tightfun tion (CDF) formalism in the random phase

approximation (RPA). Su h fusion of numeri al tools makes the model

alled XTANT

CHAPTER 1.
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(X-ray indu ed thermal and non-thermal phase transitions) [5℄ hybrid and transferable
between dierent materials. For predi tion of non-equilibrium temperature and ele tronphonon

oupling in GaAs we also apply the theoreti al des ription based on rate equations,

Drude model and two-temperature model.

Chapter 2
Theoreti al basis

2.1 Free-ele tron laser
A free-ele tron laser (FEL) is a light sour e whi h is able to generate

oherent, tunable

high-power radiation. The generated wavelengths by modern FELs range from mi rowaves
to X-rays. The key feature of FEL is a usage of an undulator (a wiggler), whi h is essentially
a set of magnets, for ing the ele tron beam to wiggle transversely along the axis of the
undulator (wiggler). A

eleration of ele trons results in the emission of photons as in the

syn hrotron. In an FEL the ele trons are united into mi robun hes and separated by one
opti al wavelength along the propagation axis, thus emitted radiation is mono hromati
and

oherent. The feedba k of the emitted radiation onto the ele tron beam is

alled self-

amplied spontaneous emission (SASE) [6, 7℄, whi h is employed on X-ray free ele tron
laser fa ilities (XFEL). The modern FELs in lude VUV and soft X-ray lasers su h as
FERMIElettra in Italy [3℄ and FLASH in Hamburg [4℄, and those designed for hard
X-rays the Lina

Coherent Light Sour e (LCLS) in the USA [1℄, SACLA in Japan [2℄,

SwissFEL in Switzerland [8℄ and European XFEL in Hamburg [9℄, whi h is expe ted to be
in operational regime in the se ond half of 2017.
The XFEL radiation has a wavelength of an order of Angstrom (10

−10

m) whi h is

lose

to the size of an atom. At the same time, XFEL produ es ultrashort pulses (down to a few

5
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femtose ond time duration), whi h is immensely important for stru tural studies, be ause
the pulse outruns the radiation damage. Together with brillian e (the number of photons
per se ond propagating through a given

ross se tion area and within a given narrow solid

angle and spe tral bandwidth) mu h higher than in syn hrotrons of any generation (see
Fig. 2.1) this makes XFEL a unique tool for investigating time-resolved dynami s of matter
on a mole ular and atomi

s ale. Therefore, XFELs have found their appli ation in photon

and material s ien e; atomi , mole ular, and opti al physi s (AMO); stru tural biology;
hemistry; medi al physi s. Ultrafast X-ray imaging leads to a reation of mole ular movies
whi h may tell a lot about so far unexplored ultrafast pro esses within the materials.
High intensity of X-ray pulses allows to obtain single-shot dira tion images from single
mole ules with high spatial resolution.
SASE FEL pulses

ontain independent, temporally

oherent emission spikes [6℄. The

temporal length of the spikes may vary from hundreds of attose onds to several femtose onds. Re ent investigations show [10℄ that, for example, at FLASH the generation of short
FEL pulses with high temporal

oheren e,

lose to single spike is a hievable in the VUV

and soft X-ray range.
For a

urate measurements,

ertain pulse parameters have to be a

urately determined.

One of the most important parameters is a pulse duration whi h is important in all time
resolved experiments and also for the proper denition of the peak FEL intensity. The pulse
duration

an be evaluated by using auto orrelation measurements or via

te hniques whi h in prin iple
Modern methods are

ross- orrelation

ompare the investigated pulse with a

ertain model pulse.

apable of providing temporal measurements of

omplex pulses with

multiple peaks both of spatial and temporal hara ter [11℄. The other important properties
of the pulse are the pulse energy and its shape. With pulse shaping te hniques, the pulse
sour e

an be modied in terms of amplitude, phase and duration by spe ial devi es su h

as ampliers or

ompressors.

Apart of the free-ele tron laser itself, another key point of X-ray spe tros opy is a
usage of the pump-probe te hniques. The pump-probe prin iple was intensively employed
before the invention of XUV/X-ray FELs, for example, in two- olor measurements with

CHAPTER 2.
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The order of peak brillian e (in photons/s/mm2 /mr2 /0.1%bandwidth) of X-ray

sour es ommissioned at dierent times. X-ray free ele tron lasers an be 10 orders of magnitude
brighter than third generation syn hrotrons (e.g. Petra III, ESRF). The pi ture is taken from
https : //www .psi.ch/swissfel/why − swissfel .
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two opti al pulses with dierent wavelength [12, 13℄. The invention of FELs su iently
extended the s ope of using the pump-probe te hnique. In a pump-probe s heme, the FEL
sour e

an be used in

ombination with another laser, usually an opti al one. First, an FEL

shot hits the sample and indu es an ex itation pro ess within it. Then, with an adjustable
time delay a probe pulse is sent to the sample (Fig. 2.2). Afterwards, the transmission or
ree tion signal of the probe pulse
pulses with a denite delay, one

an be measured. By s anning the sample with probe

an obtain the transmission or ree tion

oe ient as a

fun tion of time delay between pump and probe pulses, and in su h a manner re onstru t
the ex itation pro ess in the sample. So, briey speaking, the pump pulse laun hes the
pro ess and the probe pulse tra ks it.

As the probe pulse signal

ontains information

about the opti al properties of the material, this implies that from the opti al properties,
measured in the experiment, we may a quire the information on the temporal pro esses
o

uring within the material.
Nowadays, XUV or X-ray FEL pulses may be used as probes as well. At the beginning,

the FEL pump  FEL probe s hemes were based on time-delayed holography [14℄, where
the probe pulse was formed by the pump ree ted from the mirror, or on auto orrelation
prin iple, where both pump and probe pulses were generated from one ele tron bun h and
the in oming light was split in two parts by a fo using mirror [14, 15℄.
olour experiments were available.

Thus, only one

However in 2013 the LCLS group reported [14, 16℄

that by using a double undulator s heme, temporally and spe trally separated pump and
probe pulses

an be generated. This opened wide opportunities for studies of the radiation-

matter intera tions. With X-ray probe pulse, the X-ray dira tion pattern from the sample
is re onstru ted.

Then, the evolution of Bragg peaks in dira tion images or proles is

used to understand the evolution of the stru ture of the investigated material.

CHAPTER 2.
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S hemati pi ture of a pump-probe experiment. The time τ stands for the time

delay between the pump and probe pulses.

2.2 Intera tion of X-ray photons with matter
In general, X-ray photons are known for the

apability to penetrate deep into the material,

i.e., they have relatively high attenuation length in

omparison to opti al photons or to

infrared radiation. Another important property of X-rays, whi h was already mentioned in
the previous Chapter, is that an X-ray wavelength is
and with the interatomi

distan e between atoms in a

omparable with the size of an atom
rystal stru tures of solids. For the

majority of materials, X-rays are also pra ti ally non-refra tive. All these

hara teristi

features of X-rays make them an e ient tool for investigation of solid state stru tures,
along with ele tron dira tion and neutronography [17℄.
Irradiation of solids by X-ray photons triggers a number of pro esses within them.
Let us dis uss these pro esses in detail.

Immediately after the start of X-ray photons

propagation within the material, they begin to photoionize atoms by removing bound
ele trons from the atomi

shells.

ele trons in the atoms from the

X-ray photons are able to ex ite the strongly bound
ore shells, in su h a way

reating

ore holes.

photon energy ex eeds the binding energy of ele trons, a photoionization

If the

ross se tion or a

probability of emitting an ele tron is high. If a single photon energy is below su h barriers,
multi-photon ionization by several photons
intense

ombining their energies is still possible, and

oherent laser pulses raise the probability of multi-photon ionization up.

Dire t photoabsorption in XUV regime

auses inverse bremsstrahlung heating of slow
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energy with them in the eld of nu lei. Ex ited

ele trons after emission may also ionize atoms if they have enough energy: via inelasti
s attering.

This pro ess is

alled se ondary impa t ionization.

The elasti

s attering,

whi h does not lead to the signi ant ele tron energy loss during a s attering event, is
also feasible. Se ondary ele trons themselves in rease ele tron density within the material.
A highly

harged system is

reated as a result, and in nite-size samples, this

an

ause

Coulomb explosion after high-energy ele trons leave the system. Thermalization of ele trons is a hieved through ele tron-ele tron

ollisions on a time s ale of 10-100 fs, whi h is

mu h faster than for an ion system be ause of a large mass dieren e between ions and
ele trons.
Re ombination of ions with ele trons is essentially an inverse pro ess of the se ondary
ionization. In

ase of three-body re ombination, a spe tator ele tron near an ion re eives

the kineti energy released by the re ombining ele tron. The ion harge de reases due to the
ele tron-ion re ombination, and the ion
highly depends on the ele tron
photon with the wavelength,
The

an experien e photoionization again. This pro ess

harge and density. In

ase of radiative re ombination, a

orresponding to the released energy, is emitted.

ore holes formed by removing ele trons from the

ore shells typi ally relax via

Auger ee t in light elements. An ele tron from a higher energy level may ll a va an y
(e.g., an ele tron from L-level lls the K-shell

ore hole). The released energy, equal to the

dieren e between the binding energies of the levels, may then be transferred to a se ond,
higher-lying ele tron. Thus, this so- alled Auger-ele tron will be removed from the shell,
additionally ionizing the atom. The kineti

energy of an Auger-ele tron thus depends on

the type of the atom and its shell stru ture. Another way of lling the va an y in innershell hole is a radiative pro ess when the energy is
with a large atomi

arried-o by the photon. Heavy atoms

number and large transition energies primarily de ay via su h radiative

pro ess, while for light atoms with a small

Z -number

Auger de ay is more probable.
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2.3 Ele tron-latti e intera tion

After ele trons absorb energy from the in oming laser pulse, they start to ex hange their
energy with ea h other as we stated in the previous Se tion. At the same time they also
ex hange their energy with latti e, but in ea h s attering event they
small amount of energy.

Therefore, this pro ess lasts on a longer time s ale (typi ally

within several pi ose onds).
equilibration.

an transfer only a

This stage of the system evolution is

alled ele tron-latti e

By this ex hange, the system evolves towards the equilibrium. After the

photoionization events and ele tron

as ading, the ele tron temperature ex eeds the latti e

temperature. The ele tron subsystem then looses the gained energy via emission of phonons
or the so- alled ele tron-phonon

oupling [18℄. In solid state physi s a phonon represents

a quant of the vibrational mode of the

rystal latti e. Thus, the a

umulated energy of

ele trons in non-equilibrium is being transformed to the vibrational ex itation of the latti e.
Atoms of the latti e gain kineti

energy and start to move from their equilibrium positions.

The temperature of ele trons starts de reasing, while atomi

temperature, in

ontrast, is

in reasing. Ultimate attening of the temperatures of the two subsystems results in the
ele tron-latti e thermalization.
Another pro ess in a bulk material that lowers ele tron temperature is the thermal
diusion of hot ele trons from the laser ex ited area to unex ited

old regions within the

material [18℄. In general, the diusion means that parti les from the regions with their high
on entration penetrate into the regions of their lower

on entration to

reate a uniform

arrier distribution. In physi s of semi ondu tors, the Einstein approa h, originally applied
to gases, is widely used to des ribe ele troni

diusion.

A

ording to it, the diusion

oe ient, dening essentially the speed of the diusion pro ess, is obtained from the
arrier mobility whi h a

ounts for the response of the system to a small perturbation [19℄.
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2.4 Opti al properties

XTANT model (X-ray indu ed thermal and non-thermal phase transitions) proved itself to
be an e ient tool for investigating a non-equilibrium evolution of ele troni

and atomi

subsystems in XUV and soft X-ray irradiated solids [5, 20, 21℄. Su h important parameters
as band gap width, potential and kineti
ele tron and atomi

ma ros opi
Opti al

and atomi

temperatures, number of ele trons in the

estimated with XTANT. Also, atomi
make dire t

energies of ele troni

snapshots

subsystems,

ondu tion band

an be re orded.

an be

However, in order to

omparisons of the model predi tions with an experiment, we need some
experimental observables.
oe ients of materials su h as ree tivity and transmittan e are widely mea-

sured in numerous experiments. The modern pump-probe te hniques, where the opti al
probe follows the pump pulse with a

ertain time delay, allow to measure transient opti al

properties of irradiated materials. The time resolution of su h pump-probe experiments
an a hieve a few femtose onds [2224℄. Thus, the pro esses going on inside the materials
on a femtose ond time s ale

an be dete ted, if these pro esses inuen e the opti al prop-

erties. For example, ele troni

ex itation and espe ially phase transitions lead to abrupt

hanges of opti al properties within materials. By

omparing transient opti al

obtained in the experiment, with the theoreti ally modelled ones, we

oe ients,

an get informa-

tion on a presen e and a time s ale of the indu ed stru tural transformations and phase
transitions.
Opti al properties of a material

n
e

an be expressed through a

omplex index of refra tion

[25℄:

Here

n(ω)

and

k(ω)

are

n
e(ω) = n(ω) + ik(ω).

orrespondingly real and imaginary parts of the

(2.1)
omplex index of

refra tion, whi h are dependent on the frequen y of the probe pulse.
The ree tion

oe ient (or ree tivity) of the material is a fra tion of the in ident light

energy that was ree ted by the surfa e of the material. Correspondingly, the transmission
oe ient (or transmissivity) is a fra tion of the in ident light energy whi h was transmit-
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S hemati pi ture of the in ident ray k, ree ted ray kr and the transmitted ray kt

and the orresponding angles θ , θr , θt on the border between two media.
ted through the material. In ident, ree ted and transmitted rays are s hemati ally shown
in Fig. 2.3. They are determined by the boundary
on the border of the materials. The ree tivity

where angle

θ

evac = 1) and
(n
Snell's law

onditions for ele tromagneti

waves

oe ient is dened by the Fresnel law as:

cos θ − n
e cos θt
R=
cos θ + n
e cos θt

2

,

(2.2)

is an angle of the ray propagation in respe t to the normal in the va uum

θt

is an angle to the normal in the material. A

nvac sin θ = n sin θt

one

an rewrite the expression Eq. (2.2) for the ree tivity

oe ient as:

p

n
e2 − sin2 θ
p
R=
cos θ + n
e2 − sin2 θ
cos θ −

The transmission

ording to the fundamental

2

.

(2.3)

oe ient of the material also depends on the material thi kness

and the wavelength of the in ident probe pulse
material and femtose ond probe pulses, in most

λ.

d

As we usually deal with thi k bulk

ases we

an approximate our model to

only rst ray propagation with no interferen e ee ts in luded from multiple ree tions on
the material boundaries. In this

ase, the expression for the transmission

oe ient

an

be written in the following form [26, 27℄:

T =

4 cos θ

√
2
2πd
2
2
n
e2 − sin2 θ · e−i λ ne −sin θ
p
,
(cos θ + n
e2 − sin2 θ)2

p

(2.4)
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an be obtained from the normalization

ondition:

A = 1 − T − R.
The
a

omponents of the

omplex diele tri

The

(2.5)

omplex index of refra tion are

ε(ω) = ε′ + i · ε′′ by

1 √ ′ 2
n2 =
ε + ε′′ 2 + ε′ ,
2

1 √ ′ 2
′
2
′′
2
ε +ε −ε .
k =
2

fun tion (CDF)

omplex diele tri

onne ted with

omponents of

relations:

(2.6)

fun tion is an essential property of the material whi h

its response to an external ele tri

hara terizes

eld. CDF is tightly bound with the band stru ture of

solids as its imaginary part is dire tly related to the probability of photoabsorption. It has
ele tromagneti

origin and

an be dened through Maxwell's equations:

∇ · D = ρ,
∂B
∇×E+
= 0,
∂t
∇ · B = 0,
∂D
= J,
∇×H−
∂t
where

J

E

denotes the ele tri

is a free

urrent density,

eld,

D

H

(2.7)

denotes the magneti

is a ele tri

displa ement,

B

eld,

onne ted to the ele tri

onne ted with a ve tor of an ele tri

displa ement

D.

is a free

is a magneti

rst equation represents the Gauss's law and des ribes how the
material is

ρ

harge density

ǫ0

is the va uum ele tri

ρ within the

displa ement is

dipole polarization ve tor

D = ǫ0 E + P,
where

ux density. The

In turn, the ele tri

eld and an ele tri

harge density,

permittivity (whi h is a fundamental

P:
(2.8)

onstant expressed in

SI units). Considering the linear proportionality of the polarization to the magnitude of
the applied eld and isotropi ity of the material in spa e, the polarization ve tor and the
ele tri

displa ement

an be written as follows [28℄:

P = ǫ0 χe E,
D = εǫ0 E,

(2.9)
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sus eptibility. The diele tri

In other words, this is the ratio of the ele tri

to the permittivity in va uum. In an isotropi
quantity. In a general
of

E.

onstant

omponent of

fun tion is a s alar

P to all

omponents

hara terizing the state of the material su h as its

temperature and pressure, the mole ular and atomi
The propagating ele tri

is therefore dened

permittivity in the material

material the diele tri

ase, this is a tensor relating ea h

It is dependent on many fa tors,

ε

stru ture, ex itation level et . [28℄

eld is des ribed by the equation:

E = E0 ei(kx−ωt) ,
where the frequen y

ω

and the magnitude of the wave ve tor

ω(k) = √
The

oe ients

µ0

and

(2.10)

µ

are magneti

k

are related as [28℄:

1
k.
εǫ0 µµ0

(2.11)

permeability of va uum and of the material

orre-

spondingly. The phase velo ity of the wave is then determined from the known formula
as:

v=
where

c = (ǫ0 µ0 )−1/2 is the phase velo

ω
1
c
=√
= ,
k
εǫ0 µµ0
n
e
ity in va uum, and

n
e=

(2.12)

√

εµ is the refra

the medium. For frequen ies in the opti al part of the spe trum the magneti

µ

= 1. Thus, we

tive index of
permeability

ome to the relation that was rst mentioned in Eq. (2.6).

Apart from well-known ree tivity and transmissivity, other opti al parameters of the
ex ited materials

an be measured during the experiment. Let us briey highlight these

opportunities, although we do not investigate them later in this study.
An example of another opti al property whi h

an be measured in the regime of linear

response is the light emittan e or lumines en e [28℄. This ee t is based on the spontaneous
emission of radiation and

an be explained only on the quantum level. Emission due to the

lumines en e has a non-thermal nature and o

urs after light absorption. Lumines en e

is possible if the spe trum of the matter is dis rete and its energy levels are separated that is the reason why metals do not produ e lumines en e. After being ex ited to the
high-lying state with energy

E2 ,

the atom may spontaneously de ay to a lower level with
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releasing the photon with the energy

E2 − E1 = h̄ω .

be estimated as a ratio of the number of emitted photons
photons

Np .

Ne

The lumines en e rate

an

to the number of absorbed

The frequen y of the emitted light is usually dierent from the one of the

absorbed light.
The experimental values of lumines en e
as a fun tion of

an be measured in a time-resolved way, or

arrier density [28℄. For sub-pi ose ond measurements, the up- onversion

method des ribed by Shah et al. [29℄ is widely used. The method has mu h in

ommon with

pump-probe te hniques. The pump pulse ex ites the system, and the probe pulse follows
it until some lumines ent light has already been emitted. Then, a spe ial interferen e lter
sele ts a denite frequen y whi h is in a fo us of the experiment.
An example of the non-linear opti al ee t is the se ond-harmoni
when the sample onverts the in ident radiation of frequen y

2ω

[28℄.

This is a parti ular

generation (SHG),

ω to the radiation of frequen

ase of a sum frequen y generation, and it is feasible only

in media without inversion symmetry, i.e., if its
point group with the inversion

rystal stru ture does not belong to the

enter of symmetry.

ontribution to the se ond order of sus eptibility

A non-linear bulk material gives a

χ(2) .

This

ontribution depends on the

orientation of mole ules within the material, i.e., its stru tural order. The behaviour of
during a laser-indu ed phase transition in GaAs was
this

ase, the se ond-harmoni

fun tions

onsidered, for instan e, in [30℄. In

ǫ(ω) and ǫ(2ω).

sorted out. By measuring the se ond-harmoni

The more general

=

ω1

+

ω2

These dependen ies have to be

signal as a probe, the disordering of the

an be dete ted, when the

χ(2)

goes to zero.

ase is a sum-frequen y generation (SFG), when due to the annihi-

lation of two in oming photons at dierent frequen ies

ω

χ(2)

signal depends on the non-linear se ond-order sus eptibility

as well as on the linear diele tri

rystalline latti e of GaAs

y

ω1

and

ω2 ,

a photon at frequen y

is emitted. The signals at visible frequen ies are very often generated from

near-infrared and visible beams. There are also even more

ompli ated te hniques available

su h as four-wave mixing (FWM) [28, 31, 32℄, whi h we will not dis uss here.
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2.5 Ele troni band stru ture
The basis for the models des ribing stru tural evolution of the atomi
tems is an a

and mole ular sys-

urate determination of their ele troni band stru ture. Here, we will introdu e

the various models used for this purpose and dis uss their advantages and drawba ks.

2.5.1 Drude model
The Drude model for ele trons was proposed by Paul Drude in 1900, and it was one of
the rst attempts to explain ele tro- and thermal

ondu tivity in metals after dis overy of

an ele tron by Thomson. The model is based on the kineti

theory and assumes

behaviour of free-ele tron gas in an external eld of positively

lassi al

harged heavy stationary

ions.
The ele trons in the model are represented as ideal elasti
straight traje tories and

ollide with ions,

ollision. The duration of the

ollision

τc

spheres whi h oat along

hanging the dire tion of their oating after a

tends to zero, i.e. it is supposed to be instanta-

neous [33℄. The long-range intera tions between ele trons or between an ele tron and ions
are negle ted ex ept at the instant of the

ollision. The

ele tron behaviour are the relaxation time

τ,

hara teristi

parameters of the

i.e., average time between two

one propagating parti le, and a mean free path of an ele tron,

λ = v0 τ ,

ollisions for

where

v0

is the

average speed of the ele tron.
Despite the simpli ity of the Drude model and a number of approximations made (for
ele tron

ollisions and s attering), for a long time it has been used for the estimation of

thermal and ele tri

properties in metals, and is still applied for their qualitative des rip-

tion. However, it has been known that the drawba ks of the Drude theory may lead to false
predi tions of opti al properties in metals, rst of all, be ause of the
dependen e whi h

an not be taken into a

is a metal of the rst group in the periodi

ompli ated frequen y

ount by the Drude model. Even sodium, whi h
table, reveals the frequen y dependen e whi h is

not reprodu ed by Drude-model predi tions [33℄. Moreover, the band stru ture of semi ondu tors and diele tri s

annot be properly treated with the Drude model, as some ele trons
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are bound there and the free-ele tron approximation is not appli able for them.
A

omplex diele tri

fun tion in the Drude model, whi h does not take interband tran-

sitions in the semi ondu tor into a

ε0

where

ε(ω) = ε0 +

i ωp 2 τ
,
ω 1 − iωτ

is the unex ited material diele tri

onstant;

frequen y, with
band), and
quen y

ount, is dened as [34℄:

m∗

ne

ωp =

p

ne e2 /m∗ ε0

is a plasma

being the free-ele tron density (of ele trons ex ited to the

is the ee tive ele tron mass;

τ

is the relaxation time.

ondu tion

The plasma fre-

hara terizes eigenfrequen y of the free-ele tron gas in response to a small

separation. So, it

orresponds to the ele tron density os illation in the

The photoabsorption in a semi ondu tor
tron from the valen e to the
from the

(2.13)

ondu ting media.

an be interpreted as a promotion of an ele -

ondu tion band. An inverse pro ess of an ele tron transfer

ondu tion to the valen e band is also possible. These pro esses are

band transitions. Generally, the diele tri
response of free

arriers and a

harge

fun tion

ontains a

alled inter-

ontribution from the Drude

ontribution from interband transitions [28℄:

ε(ω, t) = 1 + 4π(ξinterband (ω) + ξDrude (ω)).

(2.14)

Approa hing to the non-equilibrium ex itation regime, the appli ability of the Drude
model is getting even more problemati .
at

h̄ω

At high pump uen es (e.g., above

= 1.9 eV for GaAs) the Drude model does not des ribe

onstant adequately [30℄ as the ex itation
stru ture. Thus, the term

auses signi ant

0.5 kJ/m2

hanges in the diele tri

hanges in the ele troni

ξinterband (ω) begins to dominate in the

band

ontribution to the opti al

sus eptibility over the term ξDrude (ω) and ree ts the response of the CDF to the ex itation.
It shows the ne essity of estimating the interband

ontribution beyond the Drude model

that we perform in Se tion 4.4. While on longer time s ales (below the damage threshold
and thermal melting), the Drude model is still

apable of produ ing results

lose to the

experimental ones, on short time s ales after the ex itation by ultrafast XUV or X-ray
pulses, non-thermal ee ts may play a signi ant role, and some other modeling approa h
has to repla e the ina

urate Drude model.
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2.5.2 Ab initio approa hes
In physi s

ab initio

methods imply

al ulations from the rst prin iples by employing

established laws of nature without any approximations or tting parameters.
depending on the

However,

ommunity, a term 'ab initio' is sometimes also applied to the methods

that partially rely on approximate s hemes, for example, to su h as the well-known density
fun tional theory (DFT).
DFT is widely used both in solid state physi s and quantum hemistry. It has
its potential in dening the ele troni

band stru ture in many-body systems.

onrmed
DFT is

based on the prin iple that the ground state of the many-parti le system is determined
uniquely by the ele tron density (Hohenberg-Kohn theorem), whi h

an be obtained from

a S hrödinger equation [35℄. The parti le orbitals are dened by Kohn-Sham equations.
For the solution of Kohn-Sham equations dierent basis sets are used [36, 37℄.
The most simple

on ept is to use plane waves whi h are not suitable for qui kly

varying potentials, unless a very large number of the waves is

onsidered. More advan ed

approa hes use augmented fun tions. They in lude, e.g., augmented plane wave (PAW),
mun tin orbital (MTO). These methods are designed to treat the energy dependen e of
the basis fun tions. The third type of methods uses lo alized orbitals, su h as, for example,
a linear
atomi

ombination of atomi

orbitals (LCAO), whi h is a quantum superposition of

orbitals [38℄.

For studying the properties of many-body systems in non-equilibrium, evolving in the
presen e of time-dependent potentials, an extension of the

onventional DFT, whi h is

alled time-dependent density fun tional theory (TDDFT) was performed. TDDFT relies
on Runge-Gross (RG) theorem, whi h is basi ally an analogue of the Hohenberg-Kohn
theorem for time-dependent systems. RG-theorem governs the relation between the timedependent many parti le state and the
to the stationary

T̂,

ase, the

hara teristi

orresponding time-dependent density. Analogously
Hamiltonian

ontains the kineti

ele tron-ele tron Coulomb intera tion energy operator

Ŵ

energy operator

and the potential energy
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of the ele trons in the time-dependent potential

V (r, t)

[35, 39℄:

Ĥ = T̂ + V̂ (t) + Ŵ.

(2.15)

One of the widely used DFT methods in semi ondu tors studies is lo al density approximation (LDA) [35℄. The main

Exc

on ept of LDA is to build the ex hange- orrelation energy

from the ex hange- orrelation energy per parti le

ǫxc (n)

gas [35, 40℄. The dependen e on
Generally, LDA des ribes well

an be

ǫxc

of the homogeneous ele tron

omputed by quantum Monte Carlo s heme.

ovalent, metalli

and ioni

bonds, but works inadequately

for hydrogen and Van der Waals bonds.
The ex hange- orrelation hole
given that there is an ele tron at

Pxc (r1 , r2 )

r1 .

is the probability of nding an ele tron at

It must fulll the normalization

a tly one ele tron. The reason why LDA works is that its a

r2

ondition to yield ex-

urate predi tion of the x -hole

whi h is reasonably well reprodu ed in LDA [40℄. In turn, the ele tron-ele tron intera tion
depends ex lusively on the spheri al average of the x -hole. However, this approa h does
not work for the ex ited states and pro esses beyond Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
Also, the

al ulation of the band gap width for various semi ondu tors [41℄ and bonding

energies between atoms as a fun tion of distan e even for a simple

H2

mole ule [42℄ by

LDA disagrees with the experiment.
In general, DFT methods reprodu e band stru ture with a high a
to the high

omputational

ura y. However, due

osts, they are inappropriate for investigations of highly-ex ited

systems with high time resolution.
Another ab initio approa h that

an be implemented is based on the Hartree-Fo k-

Slater (HFS) method and realized, for example, in the XMOLECULE
al ulate an ele troni

stru ture for mole ules irradiated with high intensity X-rays.

this s heme, mole ular orbitals are essentially linear
mole ular

ode [43℄. It

ombinations of atomi

ore-hole states (the LCAO s heme is employed). The atomi

an
In

orbitals for

orbitals are

al-

ulated with the help of the numeri al grid-based method. In su h a way, grid parameters
and trun ation s hemes
the

an be iteratively adjusted. The s heme is

apable of reprodu ing

ongurations that appear after photoex itation and removing of ele trons from the
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an be applied for non-equilibrium dynami s.

In the HFS method mole ular orbitals (MO) and orbital energies

ǫi

are the result of

solving a single-ele tron S hröedinger equation:



1 2
− ∇ + Vext (r) + VH (r) + VX (r) ψi (r) = ǫi ψi (r).
2
Here,

Vext (r)

is the external nu lei potential,

VH (r)

(2.16)

is the Hartree potential whi h de-

s ribes the Coulomb intera tion between the ele trons, and

VX (r)

represents the ex hange

intera tion, approximated by the Slater ex hange potential for zero temperature [43, 44℄:


 13
3 3
ρ(r) ,
VX (r) = −
2 π
where

ρ(r)

is the ele troni

(2.17)

density. The presen e of the Slater ex hange potential distin-

guishes the Hartree-Fo k-Slater method from the Hartree-Fo k method. Regarding the exhange potential at a nite temperature, dierent implementations have been proposed [44℄,
e.g., in [4547℄

2.5.3 Tight-binding model
Tight-binding model is a well established semi-empiri al method for the band stru ture
omputation in solids. The name 'tight-binding' implies that the ele trons in the modeled
solids are tightly bound to atoms and intera t only with the nearest neighbours among
all surrounding atoms. This denition already emphasizes the prin ipal dieren e of the
tight-binding model from the Drude model with its free-ele tron approximation.
The periodi ity of atoms in the solid ( rystal)

an be taken into a

ount in several ways,

e.g. by using the dedi ated Blo h ele tron wave fun tions, whi h are a good approximation
for metals [38℄.

Otherwise, ele trons

an be des ribed as slowly moving parti les whi h

are 'tightly bound' to a denite atom. Thus, the band stru ture of the

rystal is based on

the superposition of the lo alized wave fun tions for isolated atoms. This des ription is
relevant for insulators and

ovalent semi ondu tors [38℄.
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The formal mathemati al basis of the method is a tight-binding Hamiltonian, whi h
an be written as follows [5, 18℄:

HTB =
Hijην = ǫiη δij δην +
Here

i

and

j

stand for the atoms,

matrix element, the

oe ients

any number of orbitals

η
ǫiη

and

ν

X

Hijην ,

ijην
ην
tij (1

− δij ).

stand for the atomi

(2.18)

ην
orbitals, tij is the hopping

in lude the on-site energy of atoms.

Theoreti ally,

an be in luded in the se ond term of the Hamiltonian. However,

in the approa h proposed by Slater and Koster

tην
ij

plays rather a role of a set of tting

parameters for the band stru ture [48℄. It is then not a sum or integral over all orbitals.
Thus,
denite

oe ients

k -points

it is su ient to

tην
ij

an be used for the interpolation between the energies obtained for

from the experiment or ab initio
hoose just several orbitals for a

and other material properties, and an

ansatz 1

analyti al expression may vary. The a

al ulations [18℄. For many materials,
urate des ription of the band stru ture

for the form of hopping parameters, whi h

ura y of a TB model depends on the parti ular

hoi e of the set of the basis fun tions and the a

ura y of their tting.

Usually, tight-binding parameters are adjusted to the ground state of the material.
TB is then e ient for band stru ture

al ulations in the stati

an be also extended for the ex ited system, whi h

regime.

an evolve with

However, TB

hanging atomi

ge-

ometry. This means that hopping parameters must be valid for dierent stru tures and
su h modi ation of TB is then named

transf erable

tight-binding model. The transfer-

able tight-binding approa h is e ient in predi ting repulsion between the bands whi h
inuen es the size of the band gap [5℄. Apart of this, tight-binding approa h
a

urately enough the

an des ribe

hemi al bonding, density of states, Fermi energy, and spe i

ele -

tron properties.

1 The

word ansatz an be translated from German as an assumption about the form of unknown

fun tion, whi h is made in order to fa ilitate solution of an equation or other problem (Oxford English
Di tionary, Addition Series, Volume 3)

Chapter 3
Constru tion of the model

After sorting out the basi

physi al prin iples whi h are

ru ial to des ribe FEL ex ita-

tion of solids and opti al photons propagation, here we present the
model based on these prin iples.

As the main goal of the work is the determination of

transient opti al properties, rst, we will dis uss the methodology for
plex diele tri

fun tion. While CDF is

opti al

al ulating the

om-

onne ted with the material band stru ture, at the

se ond step we will review the XTANT model whi h allows to
with mole ular dynami s

onstru tion of the

al ulate it in

onne tion

al ulations. Finally, we will show the predi tions of XTANT for

oe ients in systems under equilibrium.

3.1 Cal ulation of CDF in random phase approximation
In the pump-probe s heme we use opti al pulses as probes, and this gives us an opportunity
to use a number of approximations, be ause the response of the material in this
redu ed with a good a
of the diele tri

ura y to the

ase

an be

ontribution of valen e ele trons only. For the analysis

fun tion from the mi ros opi

point of view, we may apply a semi- lassi al

pi ture, treating ele trons quantum me hani ally and by treating the external ele tri

eld

lassi ally. The Hamiltonian for a single ele tron reads as [28℄:

H0 =

p2
+ V (x).
2me
23

(3.1)
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The Lorentz for e whi h governs the motion of the parti le in

lassi al ele tromagneti

eld is:

F = (−e)[E + v × B],
where

v is a velo

ity of the ele tron and

are dependent on the ele tri

E.

eld

B is the magneti

It means that we

(3.2)
eld ve tor, and the both values
an negle t the quadrati

se ond

term. The ele tron-radiation Hamiltonian then reads as [28℄:

H1 (t) = +ex · E(t) = −Υ · E(t).
Here

Υ = −ex

is a dipole moment operator. Su h an approximation is

dipole approximation as the intera tion Hamiltonian
for a dipole in a stati

eld

E0 .

As the ele tri

H1

(3.3)
alled the ele tri

orresponds to the Hamiltonian

eld is also spa e-dependent, it is expressed

as in Eq. (2.10):

E = E0 (ω)ei(kx−ωt) .
The Fermi wave ve tor of the
photons.

(3.4)

rystal latti e of is mu h larger than the wave ve tor of opti al

This implies that opti al irradiation has a negligible ee t on the momentum

transfer to the latti e. Then we

an expand the

eikx

from Eq. (2.10) as

eikx ≈ 1 + ik · x + ...
and negle t all the
physi s is
we

k-dependent

terms [28℄. Su h an approximation in

(3.5)

ondensed matter

alled the random phase approximation (RPA). For the pump-probe s heme,

an restri t ourselves to the RPA whi h implies

orrespond to the

q = |k − k′ | → 0,

where

k

and

k′

rystal momentum in the initial and the nal state after the opti al

transition [27℄.
The frequen y-dependent CDF

an be

al ulated by various DFT s hemes.

Among

them, the methodologies based on, for example, the full-potential linearized augmented
plane-wave [49℄ and the proje tor-augmented wave methodology [50℄, were presented. The
a

ura y of the DFT predi tions for the frequen y-dependent CDF is usually high. How-

ever, the high

omputational

osts make them inappropriate for tra ing the materials

dynami ally under non-equilibrium

onditions.
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The semi-empiri al methods su h as tight-binding model, based on a set of lo alized
wave fun tions, are also able to provide reliable results for non-equilibrium state. As we
onsider a single frequen y of the external eld, the random phase approximation
be applied. Within the RPA [5154℄ diele tri

fun tion

an

an be expressed by a Lindhard

formula, based on the rst-order perturbation theory [27, 55, 56℄:

fν − fη
e2 h̄2 X Fην
.
2
2
me Ω ǫ0 ην Eην h̄w − Eην + i γ

εαβ (ω) = δα,β +
Ω

In this equation

is the volume of the simulation box;

energy between two eigenstates
bers of the

|ηi

|νi, fη

fν

Eν − Eη

is the transition
upation num-

orresponding states, whi h are normalized to 2 (taking into a

ount the spin

me

onstant; and

ǫ0

is the mass of a free ele tron;

and

=

are the transient o

degenera y);

and

Eην

(3.6)

e

is the ele tron

is the va uum permittivity in SI units. Parameter

relaxation time. In our

al ulations, we use a value

γ = 1.5×1013

h̄

harge;

γ

is the Plan k

is an inverse ele tron

−1
s . The

hoi e of

not ae t the results beyond the broadening of peaks in the CDF [57℄. Values of

1014

−1
s
lead to almost identi al peaks in the opti al

oe ients.

Fην

γ

γ

does

below

are the diagonal

elements of the os illator strength matrix and are dened as:

Fην = | hη|p̂|νi |2 ,
where

hη|p̂|νi

is a momentum matrix element between the two eigenstates:

hη|p̂|νi =
In Eq. (3.8)
and

Bσ′ ν

(3.7)

Ra

are the

denotes the

X

Bσ η (Ra )P (Ra , R′a )Bσ′ ν (R′a ).

(3.8)

Ra R′a ,σ,σ′

oordinates of atoms, and

σ

labels the atomi

orbitals.

Bσ η

orresponding eigenve tors of the Hamiltonian.

Energy levels and o

upation numbers are obtained from the

al ulation of the material

band stru ture at ea h time step and from the temperature equation in a framework of a
semi-empiri al self- onsistent model, whi h we will dis uss in Se tion 3.3. On the other
hand, the momentum matrix elements

an not be obtained if the model does not

ontain

expli it form of the wave fun tions. In order to extra t them, we use the operator identity
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an be dened, as in work by Trani

et al. [56℄:

me
[Ra − R′a ]H(Ra , R′a ),
ih̄

P (Ra , R′a ) =
where

H(Ra , R′a )

(3.9)

is the Hamiltonian matrix.

Average value of the CDF

an be

al ulated from the diagonal elements of the diele tri

fun tion tensor:

hεi =

1
(εxx + εyy + εzz ).
3

(3.10)

The nal expressions for the real and imaginary part of CDF, whi h enter Eq. (2.6),

an

be written as follows [27℄:

Re(ε) = 1 +

e2 h̄2 X (fν − fη ) Fην (h̄ω − Eην )
,
2 ((h̄ω − E )2 + γ 2 )
me 2 Ω e0 ην Eην
ην

(fν − fη ) Fην
γ e2 h̄2 X
.
Im(ε) = −
2
2
me Ω e0 ην Eην ((h̄ω − Eην )2 + γ 2 )
In general

k -spa

ase, the

al ulation of the ele troni

(3.11)

stru ture requires a number of dierent

e integrals over the whole Brillouin zone or its irredu ible part, obtained by averaging

ontributions from all

k -points on a mesh in the re

ipro al latti e. Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.9)

an be repla ed by a Fourier transform:

H(k) =

X

ei k R H(R).

(3.12)

R

There are dierent s hemes existing of solving su h integrals with dierent hoi e of 'spe ial
points'. One of the most prominent and a

urate is Monkhortst-Pa k s heme [58℄ for

latti es. Therein, the latti e is dened by three primitive translation ve tors
while the asso iated re ipro al-spa e ve tors

t1 , t2

ubi

and

t3 ,

an be dened as:

2π
t2 × t3 ,
Ω
2π
t3 × t1 ,
b2 =
Ω
2π
b3 =
t1 × t2 .
Ω

b1 =

(3.13)
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hoi e of the grid points we dene a

sequen e of numbers [58℄:

ur = (2r − q − 1)/2q, at r = 1, 2, ..., q,
where

q

(3.14)

denes the number of spe ial points in the set in one dimension. Thus

k-ve

tor

an be dened as:

kprs = up b1 + ur b2 + us b3 .
Therefore,

q3

points in total

(3.15)

an be found in the Brillouin zone.

3.2 CDF formalism for inelasti s attering ross se tions
The essential part of any numeri al treatment of XUV or X-ray irradiated system is an
a

urate

al ulation of the total

ross se tions for the ele tron impa t ionization or ex ita-

tion of atoms. There are several methods allowing for su h

al ulations and using dierent

ollision theories. The quality of the used wave fun tions is espe ially important for the
a

ura y of the model. However, the ab initio

al ulations of the wave fun tions, espe ially

for polyatomi mole ules, ne essary to obtain the ionization ross se tion, present di ulty.
Thus, experimental data and semi-empiri al theories are widely used for the purpose. Very
often su h methods have a good a
the

ura y for high ex itation energies but fail to des ribe

ross se tion properly at lower energies.
One of the most known models is based on atomi

En ounter-Bethe (BEB) model. It uses the Mott
both for

ross se tions and is

ross se tion [59, 60℄. This model is used

ross se tions in atoms and in mole ules, and it does not

parameters. The analyti

alled Binary-

formula for the total impa t ionization

ontain any empiri al

ross se tion per atomi

or mole ular orbital reads as follows:

σBEB
where






S
Q ln t 1 − 1
1
ln t
=
,
+ (2 − Q) 1 − −
t + (u + 1)
2
t2
t t+1

t = T /b, u = U/B , S = 4πa20 N(R/B)2 , a0

is the binding energy,

Q

is a dipole

U

onstant.

is the orbital kineti

= 0.52918 Å, and

energy,

N

(3.16)

R = 13.6057 eV. Here B

is the ele tron o

upation number,
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Although the BEB model agrees with many experimental ionization

ross se tions for a

variety of atoms and mole ules even at near threshold energies, it may give unreliable results
for

arbon based materials as shown in [61℄. In semi ondu tors the impa t ionization rates

are strongly dependent on the band stru ture, and the ele tron s attering
are

ross se tions

al ulated with the usage of time-dependent perturbation expansions.
A quite a

urate model for both high and low impa t energies was proposed in [62℄. An

empiri al formula proposed there for the mean free path takes into a

ount the asymptoti s

at low and high energies [62℄:

λii (E) =
Here

E

√



E/ a(E − Eth )b + [E − E0 exp(−B/A)]/[A ln(E/E0 ) + B].

is the ele tron energy,

threshold energy;

a, A

and

B

E0

is the tted dimensional

are material dependent

oe ient,

Eth

(3.17)

is the ionization

onstants. The Eq.(3.17) was then

tted to the known data for the impa t ionization mean free path for several elements
and

ompounds. Out of that, the total ele tron impa t ionization

ross se tions

an be

obtained.
In our work, we implement the
the

omplex diele tri

fun tion formalism, whi h

ross se tion for impa t ionization by an ele tron or another

al ulates

harged parti le, and the

mean free path of the parti le by using the known CDF spe tra. It is important to note
that the CDF we use here, is an experiment-based CDF t to the ground-state of the
material, and its role is dierent from the role of the transient CDF, that we dened in
Se tion 3.1. We are not able to use the transient CDF at ea h time step for the
of the

ross se tion be ause of the

omputational and fun tional

demonstrate further. The CDF formalism for inelasti
bound ele trons is
approximation, the

al ulation

omplexities, as we will

s attering on a system of strongly

ombined with the Rit hie and Howie method [63℄. Within the Born
ross se tion for the s attering on a su h system reads as in [64, 65℄:

d2 σ
m2 k
= AS(ω, q), A = 2e 5 W (q),
dωdq
4π h̄ k0
" N
#n 2
X X
X
exp(iqrj )
pn 0
S(ω, q) =
δ(ω + (En0 − En )/h̄).
n0

n

j=1

n0

(3.18)
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In this equation

σ

is the total

s attering on an ele tron,
mass is denoted

rj

me , k0

ross se tion for ele tron s attering,

S(ω, q) is the dynami

and

k

N

pn 0

n0

and

stru ture fa tor of ele trons. Free-ele tron

n

orrespondingly, and

S(ω, q)

ne

is the ele tron density. The

within the Born approximation

and the ma ros opi



En

are their

diele tri

fun tion

is the ee tive

ν


1
,
ε(ω, q)

(3.19)

ross se tion for s attering on a system of ele trons

an be written as [64, 66℄:

2(Ze e)2 1
d2 σ
=
Im
dωdq
πh̄2 ν 2 q

harge,

and

is provided by the u tuation-dissipation theorem [64, 66℄:

q2
S(ω, q) = 2 Im
4π ne

Ze

En0

is the statisti al weight of the initial state.

The link between the stru ture fa tor

where

is the probability of

parti les within the s attering system, the initial and

nal states of this system are signed as

ε(ω, q)

A

are the initial and nal momentum ve tors of the ele tron,

is the position ve tor of ea h of

respe tive energies. Finally,

29




−1
.
ε(ω, q)

harge of a parti le in the ele troni

(3.20)

system, while

is the velo ity of the in ident parti le. The mean free path is

ross se tion as

λ

=

e

is the ele tron

onne ted with the

1
.
ne σ

The algorithm, invented by Rit hie and Howie,

onstru ts the approximated diele tri

fun tion from the experimentally available data on photon s attering in solids. The CDF
parametrization in this method is the Drude-type t for an ensemble of atomi
whi h

ontain three sets of adjustable

os illators,

oe ients [63, 64℄:



 X
−1
Ai γih̄ω
Im
=
.
2 2
2 2
ε(ω, q = 0)
(h̄ ω − E0i
) + (γih̄ω)2
i
The

oe ient

E0i

is the

hara teristi

energy of the os illator i, the

fra tion of ele trons that have the spe i

energy

E0i ,

and

γi

is the

(3.21)

oe ient

ith

Ai

is the

energy damping

oe ient. The summation is performed over all os illators i.
The dipole approximation,

q = 0,

is assumed in the model, implying the absen e of

the momentum transfer for massless photons. By tting the model fun tions from the Eq.
(3.21) to the data, the missing

oe ients

an be obtained.

The experimental data on
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n and k

refra tion indi es (typi ally for low

opti al properties

an be represented either by

photon energies below 30 eV) or by the attenuation

oe ients for higher energies. The

imaginary part of inverse CDF looks like [64, 67℄:


c
−1
=
,
Im
ε(ω, q = 0)
λph ω


where

λph

is the mean free path till absorption, and

c

(3.22)

is the speed of light in va uum.

During the implementation, the quality of the tting should be
sum rules. First,

ps-sum-rule
Peff

(perfe t s reening sum rule) [63, 64, 67℄:

h̄ω

goes to innity, the value of

f -sum-rule


−1
d(h̄ω)
Im
.
ε(ω, q = 0)
h̄ω

Peff

must tend to 1.

(3.23)

The se ond rule is

alled the

[63, 64, 67℄:

Zeff

where



h̄ω
Zmax

2
=
π

0

If

he ked with the spe i

Ωp 2 = (4πnm e2 /me )1/2

in the solid under

2
=
πΩ2p




−1
Im
ωdω,
ε(ω, q = 0)

ω
Zmax
0

is the plasma frequen y and

onsideration. If

h̄ωmax

nm

tends to innity, the

(3.24)

is the density of mole ules

Zeff

must tend to the total

number of ele trons per mole ule of a target. Finally, in order to extend the approximation from the dipole limit
oe ients
The

E0i

q =0

by the expressions

ross se tion

to massive parti les (ele trons), one should repla e the

(E0i + (h̄q)2 /(2me ))

[63, 64℄.

al ulations with Rit hie and Howie method are based on the rst

Born approximation, so it should be implemented only for high-energy ele trons. The estimations made in [68℄ show that the lower limit for ele tron energies, whi h
reliable results, is

∼

an provide

10 eV. For lower ele tron energies, quantum ee ts of the band stru -

ture must be taken into a

ount. The spe i

parameters entering into the model fun tions

used for the determination of the inverse CDF in Eq. (3.21) are

olle ted in Appendix D.
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3.3 XTANT model

In order to study transient states of matter, a unied hybrid model XTANT was developed [5℄ by N. Medvedev. It tra es both transient ele troni
atomi

stru ture and

ex itation and the evolution of

ombines transferable tight-binding (TB) formalism,

lassi al mole -

ular dynami s (MD), Boltzmann equation and Monte Carlo s heme in a self- onsistent
manner. XTANT enables to
kineti

al ulate su h parameters as a band gap width, potential and

energies of atoms and ele trons, their temperature and

as opti al

hemi al potential, as well

oe ients, whi h are known to be sensitive experimental observables. The

ulation of opti al properties is based on the tight-binding approa h and

al-

omplex diele tri

fun tion (CDF) formalism in random phase approximation (RPA). A s hemati

pi ture of

this model is shown in Fig. 3.1.
The
whi h

ore of the hybrid model is the semi-empiri al transferable tight-binding s heme,
al ulates the time evolved potential energy surfa e and the band stru ture of the

material. In the previous Chapter, we dis ussed in detail the advantages of the TB model
and its usefulness to des ribe the ex ited states of semi ondu tors. The atomi Hamiltonian
looks as follows:

H = HTB + Erep ({rij }), HTB =
Hijην = ǫiη δij δην +
The Hamiltonian

onsists of two parts:

X

Hijην ,

ijην
ην
tij (1

− δij ).

(3.25)

the attra tive tight-binding Hamiltonian

whi h has a form as in Eq. (2.18), and the repulsive term

Erep ({rij })

repulsion of atomi

al ulate ele troni

Ei

ores. With this Hamiltonian we

at every time.

Φ({ri,j }, t)

Then, knowing the o

an be

al ulated.

an

HTB ,

whi h des ribes the
energy levels

upation numbers, the potential energy surfa e

The hopping integrals

tij

are

al ulated with Slater and

Koster approa h [5, 48℄.
Slater and Koster approa h is a parameterized tight-binding method based on the
two- enter approximation. The two- enter approximation implies that overlap terms and
Hamiltonian

HTB

matrix elements in lude orbitals and potentials of only two atomi

sites
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S hemati pi ture of the hybrid XTANT model realization. The high-energy ele -

trons and deep shell holes are tra ed with MC method; the low-energy ele trons are treated with
temperature equation; MD te hnique is used for the al ulations on atoms; the tight-binding approa h is used for the denition of the potential energy surfa e and the ele tron band stru ture.
The pi ture is partly adopted from [5℄.
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This approximation is valid for the o-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements.

The involved potential

V (r − Rn )

assumption, that the atomi

a

ounts for all atoms in the system.

Utilizing the

orbitals are orthogonal Wannier fun tions, the Hamiltonian

an be written in a parameterized two- enter form. Due to this fa t, the dependen e of the
hopping integral on the distan e
method takes into a
a

an be expressed analyti ally. For

s, px , py

ount only

and

pz

arbon and sili on, this

valen e orbitals, whi h is enough for the

urate des ription of band stru ture in these materials. As we will deal with stru tural

transformations, we use transferable tight-binding hopping integrals, whi h have to be
fun tions of positions of all atoms in the simulation box.
The angular parametrization proposed by Slater and Koster looks as follows [48℄:

tss
ij = Vssσ ,
x
tsp
ij = lij Vspσ ,

p py

tijx

= lij mij (Vppσ − Vppπ ),

tpijx pz = lij nij (Vppσ − Vppπ ),
2
2
Vppσ + (1 − lij
)Vppπ ,
tpijx px = lij
where lij ,
the atoms

mij , nij
i

and

represent the

(3.26)

osines between the dire tions of the position ve tors for

j:
lij =

rij,2
rij,3
rij,1
, mij =
, nij =
.
rij
rij
rij

The distan es between the atoms in dire tions

x, y , z

are

(3.27)

al ulated as:

rijx = xi − xj ,
rijy = yi − yj ,
rijz = zi − zj .
Together with periodi

boundary

rijα =

X
β

(3.28)

onditions, the distan es will be:

hαβ (siβ − sjβ + zβ ), α, β ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

(3.29)
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an be written analogously to Eq. (3.26). The transferability

of the tight-binding method is determined namely by the distan e-dependent fun tions

Vξ (ξ = {ssσ, spσ, ppσ, ppπ }).

Their form was proposed by Pettifor et al [18, 69℄.

dependen e on the interatomi

distan e for ea h pair of atoms within the box and from

The

the neighbouring super ells is des ribed by tting fun tions as well as a repulsive potential
energy:

Vξ0

Vξ (rij ) =



r0
rij

   nc  nc 
r0
rij
+
,
exp n −
rc
rc
!
X
X
Erep ({rij }) =
F
φ(rij ) ,

n

i

j

2

φ(rij ) = φ0
Here, the
teratomi

rij , r0

is the nearest neighbour distan e. The distan e dependen e is

n, rc

m, dc

and

potential,

d0

denotes the

mc

a0

to

a4 .

The fun tional

[18℄. The ele troni

nalization of the Hamiltonian matrix
the o

upation numbers

fe (Ei , t),

nc

determines the range of hopping.

HTB .
X
i

f

for the repulsive potential in ludes

energy levels

Ei

are a quired by the diago-

The potential energy surfa e is thus dened by

energy levels

Φ({rij }, t) =
Su h

ut-o radius,

analogously dene the distan e dependen e of the repulsive

s ales the distan es.

oe ient from

(3.30)

hara terizes the dependen e of the hopping integral on the in-

xed by the exponent
The parameters

F (x) = a0 + a1 x + a2 x + a3 x3 + a4 x4 ,
m
   mc  mc 
r0
r0
rij
+
.
exp m −
rij
dc
dc

Vξ0

oe ient
distan e



Ei

and the repulsive potential energy

fe (Ei , t)Ei + Erep ({rij }).

Erep :

(3.31)

al ulation of the potential energy surfa e implies using the Ehrenfest-like dynami s,

the appli ability of whi h for our

ase is explained in Appendix B. The parti ular form

and values of the tight-binding parameters of

arbon and sili on are given in Appendix C.

The tight-binding methodology for GaAs that we use was proposed by Molteni et al.
in 1994 [70℄. It is based on the tting of the
phases to the results of the ab initio
method, the

ohesion energy

urves of a few

rystalline

al ulations. In order to keep the transferability of the

ohesive-energy phase diagram must be reprodu ed in three dierent phases
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at zero temperature. Here, the Slater-Koster tight-binding Hamiltonian is used again with

3 ∗
the orthogonalized, extended sp s set.
have the same length

r,

For the

the total energy per atom

Etot = 2

X

fe (Ei )Ei +

i

where

U(r)

rystalline phases, where all the bonds

is a phenomenalogi al pair potential,

spin degenera y is taken into a

an be written as in [70℄:

Nnn
U(r),
2

Nnn

is the

(3.32)

oordination number and the

ount.

The s aling law for the tting parameters has to be modied to enable to reprodu e
dierent ab initio
s aling fun tion

al ulations. The expression from Eq. (3.32)

s(r)

an be rewritten with a

as follows:

Etot [s(r)] = Ebs [s2 (r)] + Nnn Φ(s(r))m ,
where

Ebs

s(r) fun
s2 (r)

(3.33)

is a band stru ture energy. To obtain the s aling law of the hopping term, the

tion is squared. In order to adjust the equilibrium volumes, a new s aling fun tion

is introdu ed, similarly to the Eq. (3.30) above:

  nc  nc 
r0
r
r
s2 (r) = exp −
+
,
r
rc
rc
where

rc

and

nc

(3.34)

are parameters of the smoothed step fun tion that represent the position

and the sharpness of the step, respe tively. The repulsive energy

an be expressed as a sum

of the pair potential. With the Harrison s aling rule [71℄ and the Born-Mayer potential [72℄,
responsible for the overlap of the o

upied orbitals, the interatomi

term is added:

U(r) = Φ1 exp[−(r − r0 )/α] + Φ2
With the additional term
a

Φ2



r0
,
r

r 
0

r

distan e-dependent

.

(3.35)

harge-transfer ee ts are approximately taken into

ount. The total set of TB parameters for GaAs is listed in Appendix C.
The atomi

motion is tra ed by using the

In [61℄ the appli ability of the

lassi al mole ular dynami s (MD) te hnique.

lassi al MD method towards highly single-ionized strongly

bound systems with a large number of atoms was analyzed. The

on lusion was that even
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lassi al MD gives results in a good agreement with the experimental

data, while some dis repan y

omes from the treatment of impa t ionization

In our model, the for es between atoms are

ross se tions.

al ulated with the help of semi-empiri al tight-

binding method whi h is essentially a basis of the XTANT model [5, 18℄.
As the number of atoms in the ex ited volume of the bulk is very high, a straightforward
MD

al ulation is not possible. Thus, periodi

a simulation box
of atoms [5℄.
the

boundary

hosen within the laser spot and

onditions have to be applied to

ontaining a few tens to a thousand

The in rease in the number of atoms in the simulation box slows down

al ulation time, but at the same time it diminishes the statisti al u tuations of the

values.
The two options for the periodi

boundary

onditions, implemented with the Parrinello-

Rahman method, are in luded into XTANT: simulations with the
onst) or with the
the simulation

onstant pressure (P =

onst). If the

orresponds to the solution of the

onstant volume (Ω =

onstant volume is

lassi al Newtonian equation of atomi

motion. Otherwise, the Lagrangian of the super ell motion takes into a
of the geometry of the super ell. Thus, the external pressure
the super ell volume to

L=

2

T
ṡT
i h hṡi − Φ({rij }, t) +

are the relative

z are responsible for the
dimensional ve tors

an be xed, while we allow

ri = h(si + z).

des ribe the kineti s of the super ell. Here

si

hanges

WPR
Tr(ḣT ḣ) − Pext Ω,
2

The two rst terms in the equation des ribe the atomi

the atom i,

ount the

hange, e.g., to expand due to heating [5℄:

N
X
Mi
i=1

hosen, then

Mi

(3.36)

motion, and the two last ones

is the atomi

mass,

ri

is the

oordinate of

oordinates of the atoms within the simulation box, ve tors

periodi

boundaries. The matrix

a, b and c, that span the MD super

h is

onstru ted out of the three

ell [5, 18, 73℄. By hoosing linearly

independent dimensional ve tors, adjusting their lengths and orientations, the spa e
be lled with the repeated super ells formed by the ve tors. Further,
energy surfa e, the

onstant

WP R

Φ

an

is the potential

is the ee tive mass of the super ell. The last term was

proposed by Parrinnello and Raman to des ribe the external pressure on the super ell

Pext
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pressure in the standard

simulation box [5℄. In
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ase). The volume

ase of simulations with the

Ω

is the transient volume of the

onstant volume the last two terms will

not enter the Lagrangian. The mole ular dynami s modeling with

onstant pressure on

the super ell yields larger numeri al un ertainty than the MD simulations with a
volume of the super ell, be ause in

ase of the

onstant

onstant volume apart from os illations of

atoms the volume super ell os illates as well [5, 18℄. The Verlet algorithm is used here to
follow the time evolution of the atomi

oordinates and velo ities (for details see Appendix

A) [5, 18, 74℄.
One of the key points of XTANT is a division of all ele trons in the system into two
fra tions: low-energy and high-energy ele trons. The hosen

ut-o energy is initially equal

to 10 eV, whi h is broader than a band gap width in semi ondu tors
energy ele tron system whi h is

onsidered here. Low-

lose to the equilibrium is treated with the Boltzmann

equation for homogeneous systems [21, 75℄:

dfe (Ei )
= Ie−e + Ie−i ,
dt
where
level

fe (Ei )

is the transient ele tron distribution or an o

Ei , Ie−e

integral.

is the ele tron-ele tron

ollision integral,

upation number on the energy

Ie−i

is the ele tron-ion

ollision

In our model, we use a more general ele tron-ion s attering pi ture instead

of the ele tron-phonon
atomi

(3.37)

oupling for ele tron-latti e thermalization. We assume that any

displa ement from the equilibrium position indu es

hanges in the population of

the energy levels, and the ex ess energy is transferred to the atoms of the
In a phononi

approa h the interatomi

potential is parabolli ally approximated to write

the Hamiltonian as a set of harmoni al os illators, also the ideal
the time s ales are assumed to be long enough to treat
None of these assumptions is valid in

rystal is assumed and

olle tive motion of atoms [33, 76℄.

ase of strong ele troni

time s ale [76℄. The parti ular ele tron-ion
the ele tron-ion

rystal latti e.

ex itation on a femtose ond

oupling s hemes and

orresponding forms of

ollision terms are dis ussed in Subse tion 4.3.3.

The instantaneous ele tron thermalization is assumed, meaning innitely fast ele tronele tron s attering.

The low-energy ele trons are then assumed to form a Fermi-Dira
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distribution whi h des ribes a distribution of fermions in a system in a thermodynami al
equilibrium.
It

At ea h time step, the total number of low-energy ele trons is

al ulated.

onsists of the number of the ele trons ex ited by the in oming photons of the laser

pulse and the number of ele trons removed from the high-energy ele tron fra tion due
to the se ondary

ollisions.

If the energy of the ele tron over omes the

ut-o, it joins

the high-energy domain, and vi e-versa, a su ient loss of energy may lead a high-energy
ele tron to fall into the low-energy domain. The total energy of all ele trons in the system
is

onserved. Knowing it, the potential and kineti

energy of atoms

an be

al ulated as

well.
The temperature

Te

and the

an be found from Fermi-Dira
2 a

hemi al potential

µe

of the low-energy ele tron subsystem

distribution by solving the inverse problem [5℄. The fa tor

ounts for the ele tron spin.

The values of

hemi al potential and temperature are

al ulated at ea h time step from the known values of the ele tron numbers and their
energies:

Nelow =

E
cut
X

fe (Ei ) =

Emin

Emin

Eelow

=

E
cut
X

E
cut
X

Ei fe (Ei ) =

2
,
1 + exp((Ei − µ)/Te )

E
cut
X

Emin

Emin

As shown in Eq. (3.31), the transient ele troni
tial energy surfa e from whi h atomi

2Ei
.
1 + exp((Ei − µ)/Te )
distribution

for es and new atomi

(3.38)

fe (Ei , t) inuen
positions

es the poten-

an be determined.

Then, the new tight-binding Hamiltonian is re al ulated at every time step, and the new
energy spe trum

{Ei }

is

onstru ted.

The number of high-energy ele trons is relatively low, therefore, together with the
deep shell holes, they are treated individually with the asympoti

traje tory Monte Carlo

s heme [77℄ event-by-event. The photoabsorption by the ele tron, se ondary impa t ionization by the ele tron, elasti

s attering of ele trons on ion target, elasti

s attering of

two free ele trons and Auger pro esses involving free ele trons and deep shell holes
des ribed with su h a s heme. The
on the

omplex diele tri

al ulation of inelasti

s attering

an be

ross se tions is based

fun tion formalism, and was dis ussed in detail in the previous
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Se tion.
Now, let us dis uss the limitations of our model. First, we assume that ea h photon
ex ites only one ele tron whi h is a reliable approximation for XUV photons [27℄, as the
probability of two-photon absorption at su h energy range is approximately two orders of
magnitude lower than the probability of one-photon absorption. Therefore, the uen es
above 50

J/cm2

required for two-photon absorption

annot be

onsidered in XTANT.

In our approa h, the relo ation of ele trons to the high-energy domain naturally dereases their number in the low-energy domain. The attra tive part of the inter-atomi
potential is then lowered, and an ee tive
uen e irradiation,

harge non-neutrality is

reating large ele tron density in the

density in the valen e band, a

hanged inter-atomi

reated. In

ase of high

ondu tion band and large hole

potential

auses atomi

displa ement

whi h may lead to Coulomb explosion of the ae ted part of the system [5℄. The examples
an be found, e.g. for nite systems ( lusters) in [78, 79℄. The Coulomb repulsion of ions
an break the interatomi

bonds, and the

luster fragmentizes or explodes. Generally, this

restri tion makes the theoreti al s heme unappli able for high irradiation uen es, when
the number of high-energy ele trons is relatively large. Analogously, we assume that the
ore-holes density should be relatively low

omparing to the total ele tron density.

The tight-binding predetermined parameters are adjusted to the ground state and are
not able to reprodu e the ele troni

stru ture of highly ex ited systems. This limitation

requires more universal ab initio te hniques, su h as HFS approa h dis ussed above, and
they

ould be in luded into the hybrid model as it has a modulous stru ture. For example,

an ab initio model

ould produ e potential energy surfa es and the

orresponding for es,

repla ing the tight-binding. In Chapter 5 we dis uss our eorts towards su h implementation.
Let us emphasize again that tight-binding is a well established approa h, espe ially in
stru tural

al ulations of semi ondu tors. Comparing to many DFT methods, the tight-

binding approa h is

omputationally e ient. In prin iple, by adopting new sets of pa-

rameters and fun tional dependen ies a noti eable variety of dierent materials, in luding
ompounds

an be des ribed. On the other hand, every new parametrization requires a
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onvenient from the implementational point

ontrast, the DFT methods, in general, are more exible towards the input

material parameters.

3.4 Opti al oe ients in equilibrium
First of all, we test our model for the frequen y-dependent CDF in equilibrium materials.
Only after su h ben hmarking the model, we may move to the analysis of non-equilibrium
states.

In the

urrent version of XTANT, the spe trum of frequen y-dependent opti al

parameters linked with CDF
gallium arsenide.
indi es and

an be

al ulated for three materials: diamond, sili on and

For instan e, we may

onstru t spe tra of

n(ω)

and

k(ω)

refra tive

ompare them to the known experimental data [80℄.

Fig. 3.2 shows that for the energies below

∼7

eV, the agreement between the experi-

mental data for diamond and XTANT predi tions is good. However, at higher energies, the
agreement is getting worse, and the broad peak at 12 eV is not des ribed by XTANT. This
is due to the fa t that the TB model in XTANT des ribes only valen e and the bottom of
the

ondu tion band, not a

ounting for high-lying states in the

long as opti al irradiation is used for probing, the model a
wavelengths is su ient.

ondu tion band. But as

ura y a hieved for the opti al
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Figure 3.2:
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Energy (eV)

Opti al refra tive indi es n(ω) and k(ω) of the equilibrium diamond. The dots are

experimental data [80℄; the solid line is XTANT predi tion with TB model obtained, using 2197
k-points.

The dependen e of the spe tra on the number of

k -points

and the number of atoms in

the simulation box has been analyzed. An in rease of both parameters diminishes statisti al
os illations. However, an in rease of only the number of atoms does not su iently improve
the a

ura y, as it is more sensitive to the number of

onverge for the number of points greater than

k -points.

The simulated results

∼ 2000.

The spe tra obtained for sili on show agreement for energies up to

∼2

eV (see Fig.

3.3), whi h is still su ient for the des ription of pump-probe experiments with opti al
pulses. The

onvergen e of spe tra is rea hed with around 2000

This lower energy limit for sili on is

k -points.

aused by a more narrow band gap width. In both

diamond and sili on maximal energies, under whi h the agreement is a hieved, approximately
As in

orrespond to band gap width values (∼
ase of diamond, the sharp peaks for

6 eV for diamond and ∼ 1.1 eV for sili

n(ω)

and

k(ω)

on).

are also missing for sili on. An

agreement with experiment at opti al wavelengths for diamond and sili on is observed even
with

Γ-point

( enter of the Brillouin zone)

an perform simulations of opti al
way redu ing the

osts of the

al ulation of the CDF, i.e. if

oe ients at the

Γ-point

k

= 0. Thus, we

for these materials, in this

al ulations, unless the values of other analyzed parameters

demonstrate strong numeri al os illations.
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Opti al refra tive indi es n(ω) and k(ω) of the equilibrium sili on. The dots are

experimental data [80℄; the solid line is XTANT predi tion with TB model obtained, using 2197
k-points
The last predi tions were made for gallium arsenide (see Fig.
agreement is worse due to the
point

3.4). In this

ase the

omplexity of the band stru ture of the material. The

Γ-

al ulation, even at opti al energies, is insu ient for the des ription of the CDF in

GaAs. Many

k -points

are needed to rea h a reasonable agreement with the experimental

data.
Out of all performed

omparisons, we may

on lude that the TB-based model is, in

general, appropriate for the denition of CDF within opti ally irradiated materials.

In

order to investigate CDF at higher energies, an ab initio model is needed. Another option
an be the appli ation of TB model with a dierent set of tted parameters. For instan e,
in Trani's work, the parameters from [81, 82℄ were used in TB, and they gave a better
a

ura y for sili on, reprodu ing the main peak on the

urve. However, the

ru ial point

of our resear h is studying CDF in non-equilibrium materials whi h may experien e phase
transitions. Thus, for these goals we need to apply a well established transferable tightbinding method, whi h is valid for

hanging stru ture of the material.
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Opti al refra tive indi es n(ω) and k(ω) of the equilibrium GaAs. The dots are

experimental data [80℄; the solid line is XTANT predi tion with TB model obtained, using 2197
k-points.

Chapter 4
Non-equilibrium dynami s of FEL
irradiated solids

4.1 Phase transitions
In thermodynami s a phase transition is dened as a transition of matter from one thermodynami al phase to another under the

hange of external

onditions like temperature or

pressure. By looking at temperature-pressure phase diagrams of many materials, one may
noti e that they have many possible phases, so the phase transitions are not only transitions from one state of matter to another, like, e.g., from solid to liquid or from liquid to
gas transitions, but also transitions within one state of matter (e.g., solid-to-solid).
The

lassi ation of phase transitions was proposed by Paul Ehrenfest [83℄. He divided

all of them into the phase transitions of the rst order and phase transitions of the se ond
order.
(F ,

The order here means the order of the derivative of thermodynami al potentials

G, µ..)

over temperature or pressure in whi h this derivative exhibits dis ontinuity.

The rst-order transitions may happen between dierent states of matter (solid to liquid
or gas to liquid) and also within one state of matter (disorder to order in solids). Su h a
phase transition always involves a latent heating
of entropy

S,

as

L = T ∆S

L as it is determined by

the rapid

hange

[84℄. The se ond-order phase transitions have no latent heating

44
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be ause the entropy (the rst derivative of the Gibbs free energy

G)
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does not show any

dis ontinuity. The examples of the se ond-order phase transitions are transitions of metals
and alloys to super ondu tive state or transition of the liquid helium to superuid state.
However, the pi ture of phase transitions given by Ehrenfest is in omplete as it uses
thermodynami al approximation for systems with a large number of parti les whose thermodynami

parameters are established [84, 85℄. The striking example of the transition for

whi h this approximation breaks down is a laser-indu ed non-equilibrium ultrafast phase
transition [5, 86℄.
transition is

The

hange of interatomi

potential whi h is the reason of the phase

aused by an ele tron ex itation o

uring on a femtose ond time s ale when

the phonon subsystem is not yet involved, and there is no thermal equilibrium between
ele trons and latti e.
The modern

on ept of thermodynami s proposed in [85℄ then distinguishes rst-order

phase transitions with latent heat and all other transitions without latent heat. Out of
that, we

on lude that, e.g., thermal (phonon-mediated) melting of sili on and GaAs

an

be referred to as the rst-order phase transitions. At the same time non-thermal melting of
sili on and ultrafast graphitization of diamond (due to radiation-triggered ele tron ex itation) are examples of the rst-order phase transitions either, as they go through absorption
of the internal energy by the ele troni

subsystem on a very short time s ale in terms of

onventional thermodynami s.

4.2 Diamond
After establishing the validity of the TB-based model, we may start the analysis of the
evolution of the opti al parameters in irradiated materials.
diamond.

Diamond is a solid state form of

fa e- entered

ubi

are formed under

arbon, its metastable allotrope.

rystal latti e. Natural diamonds

an be found in Earth's

It has a

rust - they

onditions of high temperature and pressure in deeper layers (Earth's

mantle) and then brought to the surfa e through vol ani
types of diamond

We begin our study with

eruptions [87℄. Several arti ial

an be formed from graphite whi h undergoes temperature and pressure
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Su h te hnoligies are known sin e long time [88, 89℄.

be formed at low pressures as a metastable

However, it

arbon phase [90, 91℄.
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an also

Diamond is widely

applied in industry due to its ex eptionally high hardness [92℄, thermal

ondu tivity [92℄

and ree tan e [93℄. These properties make diamond a perfe t material for usage in various
opti al systems, e.g., mono hromators, refra tive lenses and mirrors. With
development of X-ray lasers diamond

ontemporary

omponents are nding their appli ation in X-ray

dira tional opti s. Therefore, any intera tion of X-ray photons with diamond stru tures
is very important from this perspe tive. For example, heating of diamond below melting
temperature may

ause su ient

hanges in its dira tive properties [94℄.

expe t that non-thermal damaging will
Con erning its ele tri

ause

One

ould

hanges in opti al properties of diamond.

ondu tivity, unex ited diamond has a band gap of

∼ 6 eV,

whi h

pla es it between insulators and broad band semi ondu tors.
Phase diagram of

arbon (Fig.

4.1) shows that with the in reasing temperature,

metastable diamond under atmospheri pressure
of

onverts into graphite, the stable stru ture

arbon [95℄. However, in what follows, we will present the

in rease is a

ase in whi h the temperature

onsequen e of a non-thermal transition of diamond to energeti ally favorable

state of overdensed graphite due to the

hange of the interatomi

potential.
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Basi phase diagram of arbon. The pi ture is taken from www.electronics-

cooling.com.

4.2.1 Irradiation of diamond below and above graphitization threshold
Now we will perform the simulations to distinguish the

ases when diamond is irradiated

below the non-thermal graphitization threshold and above it to see how this ae ts its
opti al properties.
rameters whi h

For illustration, we will

onsider here a

ase with realisti

an be a hieved with existing XUV FEL lasers. Let us then

pulse pa-

onsider that

diamond is irradiated with the 90 fs long Gaussian FEL single pulse whi h has the photon
energy of 50 eV. In [86℄, it is shown that XUV and soft X-ray femtose ond laser pulses
of any energy below the

arbon K-edge (h̄ω = 285 eV) may

ause graphitization, and the

graphitization pro ess is more uen e-dependent than photon energy-dependent. At photon energies above the K-edge an additional impa t to the non-equilibrium dynami s is
given by photoex itation of

ore level ele trons and the

onsequent se ondary pro esses,

su h as Auger-de ay, and then su h energies were not in fo us of [86℄.

However, these
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ounted by XTANT.

We also spe ify the

onstant volume of the super ell, and initial room temperature

(T0 = 300 K) of ele trons and atoms. The opti al probe pulse, whi h is needed for the
denition of opti al properties, has a wavelength of 600 nm (photon energy
and arrives at the normal in iden e to the diamond sample. We

h̄ω

= 2.07 eV)

hoose 216 atoms in the

super ell (3 x 3 x 3), as the simulations performed with 64 atoms in the box may be ae ted
by statisti al os illations. On the other hand, simulations with 512 atoms in the super ell
do not show any

ru ial dieren e of results when

ompared to 216 atoms

ase, but tend

to be mu h more time- onsuming [27℄. As it was stated in Chapter 3, opti al properties of
diamond at opti al probe wavelengths should be represented a

urately enough at

approximation, whi h we will use here. The FEL pulse in our simulations is

Γ-point

entered at

zero on a time s ale.
While keeping all these parameters un hanged, we vary the absorbed dose
in eV/atom. It is tightly related to the pulse uen e

Dabs
where

d

F

Dabs spe

2
(in [J/cm ℄) as:




M
d
·
,
= 6.24 · 10 · F · 1 − exp −
λatt
NA ρdN
18

[ m℄ is the thi kness of the investigated sample,

λatt

(4.1)

[ m℄ is an X-ray attenuation

length for a given photon energy and material,

M

is a molar mass [g/mol℄ of the

elements or

ρ

3
is the material density [g/cm ℄,

ompounds forming the material,

number of atoms in a mole ule, and
bulk material, we

an assume that

NA

is the Avogadro number [mol

d = λatt

the attenuation-length-thi k layer. We

−1

℄. If we

hemi al

N

is a

onsider a

and most of the dose will be absorbed within

an then rewrite Eq. (4.1) as:

Dabs = 3.94 · 1018 · F ·

M
.
NA ρλatt N

A theoreti ally and experimentally established threshold dose whi h
graphitization of the diamond bulk is

ied

∼

(4.2)

auses non-thermal

0.7 eV/atom [5, 86℄ whi h is near its damage

threshold (∼ 1 eV/atom) [18, 96℄ and far below its ablation threshold (∼ 4 eV/atom) [18,
97℄, depending on the X-ray pulse duration. The doses around this threshold will be studied
below.
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XTANT-modelled opti al oe ients of diamond at dierent radiation doses ab-

Figure 4.2:

sorbed: (a) 0.6 eV/atom, (b) 0.8 eV/atom and (c) 1.0 eV/atom. Solid red lines depi t ree tivity
oe ients, the dashed green lines are transmission oe ients, the dot-dashed blue lines show
absorption oe ients. The FEL pulse energy h̄ω = 50 eV, the pulse duration τ = 90 fs, the
probe pulse wavelength λ = 600 nm.
We start our simulation set with a dose of 0.6 eV/atom. This is below the graphitization
threshold, but still su ient to ause ele troni ex itation, whi h does not lead to signi ant
atomi

relo ations.

transmission

Material thi kness is assumed to be

d = λatt

oe ient de reases from the initial value of

∼ 0.7

= 100 nm [27℄.
to

∼ 0.3,

The

never fully

dropping to zero (Fig. 4.2). The absorption signi antly rises up, while the ree tivity
is slightly ae ted. On longer time s ales (> 1 ps) the opti al
their original values. However, due to the use of periodi
does not in lude energy transport and

oe ients must return to

boundary

onditions, our model

arrier diusion ee t. As the result, we are not

able to model this relaxation pro ess here dire tly [27℄.
The simulation for the dose of 0.8 eV/atom (slightly above the damage threshold) yields
the full de rease of the transmission
ree tivity

oe ient to zero on a time s ale of about 100 fs. The

oe ient rises up. This was not observed in

ase of the below threshold dose.

The opti al transmission de reases in two stages - rst, it drops to an intermediate value
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Relative number of the ele trons in diamond ex ited to the ondu tion band (both

in low- and high-energy domain) in respe t to the total number of ele trons in the system. For
the absorbed dose of 0.6 eV/atom dose (solid red line), this ratio does not rea h 1.5 %, while for
the 0.8 eV/atom dose (dashed green line) it rises up to 1.5 %. After a plateau, it shows a sharp
rise (peak).
(around 0.2 in represented
on the

ase) in

∼ 100

fs after the pulse maximum, forming a plateau

urve, and then nally de reases to zero within additional 100 fs. Su h a

omplete

vanishing of the transmission is a signature of graphitization of diamond, as graphite is
opti ally intransparent material.
This behaviour

an be explained with a detailed look at the stages of non-equilibrium

dynami s. First, diamond absorbs energy from the photons of an in ident laser pulse, and
transmission
valen e to the

oe ient begins to de rease be ause of the ex itation of ele trons from the
ondu tion band. During the rst

as well as the atomi

∼ 50

fs, the ele troni

band stru ture,

stru ture, remains pra ti ally un hanged. Only if the fra tion of the

ondu tion band ele trons rea hes a

ertain value (∼

diamond [5℄) (Fig. 4.3), than the ele troni
in luding the band gap

1.5%

of valen e band ele trons for

band stru ture undergoes signi ant

hanges,

ollapse. This leads to the relo ation of atoms to new positions, that

orrespond to the graphite stru ture. As it takes some time for atoms to relax into a new
equilibrium state, it explains the o

urren e of the transient plateau on the transmission

urve [98℄.
For the absorbed dose of 1.0 eV/atom, whi h is signi antly above the damage thresh-
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old, the transmission

oe ient de reases dire tly to zero after

mediate plateau. This is due to the faster band gap
for all three

ases, the de rease in transmittan e

∼ 100 fs,
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without an inter-

ollapse at the higher dose. In general,

orresponds to a de rease of the real part

Re(ε) of CDF and a peak in the imaginary part Im(ε) of CDF (Fig. 4.4). The real part
of the CDF gains eventually values around zero at
1.0 eV/atom absorbed doses, that

at 400 fs is represented in Fig. 4.4. It is

fun tions

= 32 ε⊥ + 13 εk )

ε⊥

and

εk

ase of 0.8 eV/atom and

arbon irradiated above graphitization threshold
ompared with experimental data for the average

from [99℄ and the experimental data for equilibrium

diamond [80℄. As graphite has a hexagonal
diele tri

200 fs in

orresponds to the CDF of graphite at opti al wave-

lengths. The full spe trum of the CDF in

CDF in graphite (hεi

t>

rystal system, it

an be

hara terized by two

[80, 99℄, asso iated with the ele tri -eld ve tor

partly perpendi ular (ε⊥ ) and partly parallel (εk ) to the symmetry axis of the
axis). The absorption spe tra of the
graphitization threshold are mu h

E

whi h is

rystal (c-

arbon state obtained after irradiation with dose over

loser to the spe tra of the equilibrium graphite, rather

than to diamond. However, due to the overdensed state [5℄ of su h graphitized diamond
and an ina

ura y of the TB model, the experimentally measured spe tra of graphite and

of graphitized diamond are still not in a perfe t agreement.
Band gap shrinking promotes additional ele trons to the
potential energy surfa e

hanges.

3
The sp bonds of the

2
sp bonds of graphite start to form. We

1

VMD program , whi h

planes of graphite is
the o

ubi

ubi

diamond break down and

an tra e the dynami s of the system by using

reates the snapshots of atomi

(Fig. 4.5). The transformation of the

ondu tion band. As a result,

positions at dierent time instants.

stru ture of diamond into individual parallel

learly visible, and the vanishing of the transmission

oin ides with

urren e of graphitization.

For quantitative interpretation of these snapshots, we apply the pair orrelation fun tion
of

arbon atoms at the same time instants. In thermodynami s and statisti al physi s, a
1 VMD

(Visual Mole ular Dynami s) is a produ t of the University of Illinois, 'a mole ular visualization

program for displaying, animating, and analyzing large biomole ular systems using 3-D graphi s and builtin s ripting' ( itation from http : //www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/)
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Time dependen e of omplex diele tri fun tion in diamond irradiated with 50 eV

FEL pulse, at 0.8 eV/atom absorbed dose (top); real (left, bottom) and imaginary (right, bottom)
part of the omplex diele tri fun tion of equilibrium graphite (blue urves with squares) [99℄ and
equilibrium diamond [80℄ (bla k urves with triangles) measured experimentally and of simulated
graphitizing diamond (bold red line) at 400 fs after the FEL pulse. The absorbed dose is 0.8 eV
per atom.
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Snapshots of atomi positions in the irradiated diamond super ell at dierent time

instants: 0 fs, 50 fs, 100 fs, 200 fs, 300 fs, 500 fs. The absorbed dose was 1.0 eV/atom, h̄ω = 50
eV, pulse duration τ = 90 fs. Pulse maximum is at t = 0 fs.
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orrelation fun tion

g(r)

denes the probability to nd one parti le at a distan e

from another parti le within a
parti les in a volume

Ω.

The

ertain system of parti les. Let us dene a system with

oordinates of the parti les are

and the potential energy of intera tion between the parti les:

ZN

integral

then des ribes all possible

anoni al ensemble (N ,

orrelation fun tion

g
The pair

r2 − r1

Z

...

Z

orrelation fun tion

g (n) (r1 ..., rn )

g (2) (r1 , r2 ) whi

an be determined as a parti ular

g(r) = Ω

at 1.53 Å whi h

t=0

(r1 ...rN ), their temperature T
U(r1 ...rN ).

The

onguration



UN
dr1 ...drN .
exp −
kT
for

1
ΩN N!
·
(r1 ..., rn ) = n
N (N − n)! ZN

In Fig. 4.6, at

N

ongurations of the system of parti les in the

form:

(n)

r

Ω, T ):
ZN =

Then, the
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fs one

Z

(4.3)

n

xed parti les, where

...

Z

exp



−UN
kT



n<N

takes the

drn+1 ...drN .

(4.4)

h depends only on the relative distan e

r12 =

ase of Eq. (4.4), applying the ensemble average:

N −1
hδ(r − r1 )i.
N

an see the peak in the pair

(4.5)

orrelation fun tion of

arbon

orresponds to the nearest-neighbour distan e in diamond under the room

temperature [5℄. After graphitization, the peak shifts to 1.41 Å  the nearest-neighbour
distan e between atoms in graphite [5℄.
In order to

laim that the abrupt

hanges of opti al properties are expli itly

with the phase transition, we also analyze other parameters
was said before, the entire atomi

onne ted

al ulated with XTANT. As it

rearrangement happens due to the band gap shrinking.

The band gap width de reases from the initial value of above 6 eV nally to zero. The steep
de rease mat hes the start of the graphitization pro ess (Fig. 4.7) in
dose. The band gap shrinking typi ally o
the atomi

ase of 1.0 eV/atom

urs earlier than the graphitization be ause of

relaxation into the new equilibrium state, whi h may take 50-100 fs on average.

For the below threshold dose of 0.6 eV/atom, the average band gap width almost does not
hange after the pulse.
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Band gap of diamond after irradiation with laser pulse at the absorbed dose of 0.6

eV/atom (solid red line) and 1.0 eV/atom (dashed green line), pulse energy h̄w = 50 eV, pulse
duration τ = 90 fs.
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Another important material property is the opti al
ele tri

eld and the

ondu tivity

σ(ω)

whi h links the

urrent density:

J(ω) = σ(ω)E(ω).
Following this denition, opti al

ondu tivity is

ε(ω) = ε0 + i

(4.6)

onne ted to the diele tri

fun tion

4πσ(ω)
.
ω

it has an onset frequen y that
ondu tivity

The

an be measured during the experiment (see e.g. [100102℄). In su h a

Knowing the time and frequen y dependent
also estimate an opti al

omplex diele tri

an be tra ed.

fun tion values, we

an

ondu tivity spe trum at dierent instants of time (Fig. 4.8). In

unex ited diamond opti al

ondu tivity has non-zero values starting from the edge of a

an be expe ted from theory (Fig. 4.8, blue

the graphitization pro ess is already advan ed, we
spe trum

ondu tivity,

hara terizes the interband ele tron transition [27℄.

way the progress of the band gap shrinking and of a phase transition itself

band gap as it

ε(ω):
(4.7)

Sin e the band gap is inter onne ted with the frequen y dependent opti al

opti al

56

orresponds to the

urve). After

fs when

an observe that the rst peak in the

ollapsing band gap value (Fig. 4.8, orange

the sample is fully graphitized (Fig. 4.8, purple

t = 70

urve).

When

urve), there is no signature of a non-zero

band gap, as it should be expe ted in semimetalli

graphite. Sin e the opti al

ondu tivity

an be measured in experiments, in su h a way dynami s of the band gap shrinkage and
thus the phase transition itself

an be tra ed unambiguously.

Another, though less illustrative, signature of the phase transition and atomi relo ation
is the behaviour of the potential energy of the atoms. As it

an be seen in the Fig. 4.9,

shortly after the pulse (with above threshold dose delivered to atoms), the potential energy
of atoms begins to os illate ex hanging with the kineti
O

urren e of this ee t for the above threshold dose

orresponding to the transmission de rease. It is

energy of the moving atoms.

an be observed on a time s ale

learly seen that the os illations in Fig.

4.9b are stronger and the average potential energy de reases as the phase transitions is
going on. In Fig. 4.9a these os illations are weak and the average potential energy does
not

hange.
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Figure 4.8:

Frequen y-dependent opti al ondu tivity spe trum in diamond (graphite) at various

time instants during graphitization: t = −100, 0, 70, 100, 300 fs. The FEL pulse energy h̄ω = 50
eV, the pulse duration τ = 90 fs, absorbed dose = 1.0 eV/atom.
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Potential energy of atoms (solid red line) and the total energy of the system (magenta

dashed line) in diamond: a) irradiated below (at 0.6 eV/atom absorbed dose per atom) the
graphitization threshold, b) irradiated above (at 1.0 eV absorbed dose per atom) the graphitization
threshold.
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Transient ele troni (solid red line) and atomi (dashed green line) temperatures

in diamond: a) irradiated below the graphitization threshold at 0.6 eV/atom absorbed dose, b)
irradiated above the graphitization threshold at 1.0 eV/atom absorbed dose.
The behaviour of the atomi

and ele troni

transient temperatures also deserves atten-

tion. In Fig. 4.10b we observe that after the arrival of high uen e pulse, the low-energy
ele tron temperature strongly in reases up to the peak value within a few tens of femtose onds when the ele trons are promoted to the

ondu tion band, and then it starts

de reasing, whereas at the uen e below the threshold level (Fig. 4.10a), the temperature
rea hes a smaller value and then remains stable (unless diusion pro esses start to play a
role). The latti e temperature u tuates, following the os illation of kineti
the end of the pulse it almost does not

energy. Before

hange, but then it raises rapidly (Fig. 4.10b). This

orresponds to the de rease of the potential energy of the atoms. The nal temperature
of the latti e

orresponds to the graphitization temperature (equivalent to the latti e tem-

perature, su ient for the thermal graphitization of diamond [95℄), and the in rease of the
temperature up to this value o

urs during the phase transition, that we

snapshots from Fig. 4.5. The in rease of the temperature is a
transition, but not a reason. This is a
If graphitization does not o

hara teristi

an follow on the

onsequen e of the phase

feature of a non-thermal transition.

ur, the latti e temperature pra ti ally does not

hange (Fig.

4.10a).
We are able to vary pulse and sample parameters in our super ell and estimate their inuen e on the values of opti al properties. It was found out that the FEL pulse duration
does not signi antly ae t the non-equilibrium evolution of the system and,

τ

onsequently,

the values of opti al properties. If a diusion ee t is not taken into a oount, the graphiti-
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zation threshold dose is not sensitive to the pulse duration either. As shorter pulses deliver
the same amount of energy and dose faster, the saturation of ele trons in the

ondu tion

band up to the

riti al density, band gap shrinking and graphitization will also o

For pulses with

τ < 20 fs

the dierent pulse duration should not

ur faster.

ontribute to the

hanges

of the time s ale of non-equilibrium pro esses, as the minimal time to rea h the threshold
density of the ex ited ele trons is

t ∼ 20

fs at photon energies below 2 keV [103℄.

The

inuen e of the FEL pulse shape was also analyzed on examples of the re tangular pulse,
Gaussian pulse and a SASE pulse [103℄. All observable parameters proved themselves to
be pra ti ally unae ted by the pulse shape. The tiny dieren e was only observed in the
slope of the total energy de rease at the beginning of pulse propagation, whi h follows the
pulse temporal shape [103℄.
The analysis of the dependen e of graphitization progress on the FEL photon energy
was also performed.

Su h

riteria as the ratio of the

needed for band gap shrinking does not

ondu tion band ele trons (1.5%)

hange for FEL energies in a range from a few

tens of eV to a few tens of keV [20, 86℄. The graphitization threshold dose of 0.7 eV/atom
orresponds to this value and it also remains the same even in the region above the Kedge of diamond, although the transient ele tron kineti s in this
energeti

ase is dierent. More

photons from the FEL pulse produ e photoionized ele trons with higher energies

and, thus, subsequently, the number of se ondary ionization events is higher. As a result,
the photoele trons lose their energy below the high-energy

ut-o and thermalize slower,

whi h leads to a slower phase transition. Therefore, for hard X-rays graphitization

an be

signi antly delayed in time [103℄.
To summarize, we got a number of
properties in irradiated

onvin ing eviden es that the

arbon are tightly

hanges of opti al

onne ted with ultrafast damage pro esses pro-

gressing within the material. The solid-to-solid and order-to-order phase transition from
diamond to graphite

an be dete ted, as the equilibrium opti al properties of both of these

arbon phases are well known, and the observed
ties indi ates diamond-to-graphite transition.
results with the experimental ones to

hange of the transient opti al proper-

In next Subse tions we will

he k the a

ompare our

ura y of our model and to validate its
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theoreti al basis.

4.2.2 Ee t of non-equilibrium ele tron kineti s on opti al properties
In previous Subse tion we saw that the
on the one hand, with the mi ros opi

hanges of opti al properties in
hanges in the ele troni

energy of atoms,

hanges in the atomi

temperature), and,

subsystem (de rease of the potential

pair- orrelation fun tion).

Naturally, all these

hanges are parts of one unied pro ess, but the question arises:

what has the more

impa t on opti al

hanges in the atomi

orrelated,

subsystem (rise of the

ondu tion band and high-energy ele tron number, rise of the ele troni
on the other hand, with the

arbon

oe ients - ele trons or atoms? What is the trigger of the

Thus, we study here how the
phase transition and atomi
atomi

hanges in opti al

oe ients are

onne ted with the

relo ations by arti ial de oupling of ele tron ex itation and

dynami s within the model.

We 'swit h o ' the transient atomi

dynami s by

'freezing' the atoms, i.e., their positions remain xed during the simulation.
way, we

hanges?

an estimate the ex lusive

In su h a

ontribution of FEL ex ited ele trons to the opti al

properties [98℄. The preliminary assumption that ele tron kineti s with unae ted band
stru ture predominantly determines the evolution of opti al properties

an be

he ked.

Fig. 4.11 shows that even for the above-threshold dose of 1.0 eV/atom, the opti al
 ients do not hange after the pulse propagation and ele tron
with the predi tions from Fig. 4.2 . This indi ates
transformation within the material on opti al
ontribution from ele troni
take into a

as ades. This is in

oef-

ontrast

learly that the impa t of stru tural

oe ients is mu h more signi ant than the

ex itation. Therefore, it explains why the models that do not

ount the ee t of atomi

stru ture, su h as, e.g., Drude model, are not able to

produ e reliable predi tions of opti al properties in the materials under femtose ond X-ray
irradiation at the new above damage threshold doses.
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Figure 4.11:

Opti al ree tivity (solid red line), transmission (dashed green line) and absorption

(dot-dashed blue line) oe ients of diamond with 'frozen atoms and a tive ele trons' (as in Drude
model) irradiated by FEL pulse with photon energy h̄ω = 50 eV, pulse duration τ = 90 fs. The
absorbed dose is 1.0 eV/atom.

4.2.3 Opti ally indu ed radiation damage in diamond
We now present the
the

omparison of our results with the available experimental data. Due to

onstant improvement of FEL fa ilities in the re ent years and opening the new ones,

the number of experiments with FELs is in reasing rapidly. However, stri t requirements
on the time resolution and pulse uen es hindered so far preparation of experiments on
X-ray FEL-indu ed diamond graphitization. Only within the last
experiment

ouple of years, su h an

ould be performed at the FERMIElettra fa ility. It will be dis ussed in the

next Subse tion.
Here, we make a qualitative

omparison of our predi tions with the results of an ex-

periment in whi h opti al pumping was used. As it was mentioned above, XTANT
is not

ode

apable of modelling opti al pulses dire tly. It assumes solely single-photon absorp-

tion, thus being limited to energies above
ele tron

∼ 30

eV [27℄. Also, soft X-ray pulses indu e fast

as ading and their fast relaxation. In Fig. 4.12 the relative number of the ex ited
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Figure 4.12:

The number of high-energy ele trons (with energies above 10 eV) and the absorbed

photons in ex ited diamond (in arbitrary units). FEL photon energy h̄ω = 50 eV, pulse duration
τ = 90 fs, absorbed dose = 1.0 eV/atom.
high-energy ele trons is plotted. Already during the pulse propagation, it de reases drastially and shortly after the pulse the ele troni
to that one in the

dynami s in the system be omes equivalent

ase of opti al pumping. Therefore, approximate modeling of the pump

pulse with photon energy in XUV range is not expe ted to produ e mu h dierent results,
when

ompared to a dire t opti al pulse modelling.

In the work by Reitze et al. [96℄ transient ree tivity of diamond IIa type
graphite for the opti al probe pulses was measured above the
with the resolution up to 100 fs.

∼ 20◦

2

(100) and

riti al melting uen es

Fm

For diamond, the probe was in ident at the angle of

to avoid the ba k surfa e ree tion and leaving only the front surfa e ree tion. The

pump and probe pulses had the same duration of 90 fs and wavelength of 620 nm. For
omparison, we
higher than the

onsider a set of measurements with the absorbed opti al uen e 9 times

Fm

uen e [96℄, whi h approximately

orresponds to the absorbed dose of

6.3 eV/atom. The highest time resolution was used for su h uen e. Su h high irradiation
led to ultrafast thermal melting of diamond to a liquid phase equivalent to a liquid phase
formed after graphite melting with the same uen e [96℄.
The agreement between the TB-based theory and experiment
A dis repan y during the pulse
2 Rare

an be explained by a

an be seen in Fig. 4.13.

ontribution from a small fra tion

type of diamond, whi h does not ontain measurable nitrogen and boron impurities.
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Figure 4.13:

Ree tivity oe ient of diamond irradiated with the absorbed dose of 6.3 eV/atom.

Probe pulse of 620 nm wavelength, 90 fs duration and angle of in iden e of 20◦ is used. The
pump is normally in ident, of λ = 620 nm wavelength, and τ = 90 fs duration. The dots are
experimental data [96℄, the solid line represents the TB al ulations, the dashed line represents
the results predi ted by the Drude model.
of the remaining high-energy ele trons. The results obtained with the Drude model with
xed relaxation time and ele tron-hole masses are also shown for the illustration.
Drude model fails to predi t the ree tivity in
does not take into a

The

ase of the over-threshold ex itation, as it

ount interband transitions and the

hanging ele troni

and atomi

stru ture of the material.
In order to test the appli ability of the Drude model to
in FEL-irradiated diamond, we
the

ompared the

al ulate the opti al properties

urves obtained with the Drude model to

urves obtained with the TB-model for dierent absorbed doses. It turns out that at

the absorbed doses larger than
results from two models
the ele tron

∼ 0.1

eV/atom (see Fig. 4.14) a disagreement between the

an be observed. The Drude model is then

ontribution into the opti al properties a

Drude model with the

apable of reprodu ing

urately.

onstant values of ele tron-hole masses and s attering times is

still often applied for interpretation of experimental results on transmission and ree tion
hanges during pump-probe experiments, e.g., in [75, 104℄.
opti al

oe ients obtained in the 'arti ial frozen-ele trons'

that the Drude model results follow

losely the TB-model

Essentially, Fig.

4.11 with

ase, analyzed before, shows

al ulations in this regime. This
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Transient opti al oe ients (ree tivity (red lines), transmission (green lines),

absorption (blue lines)) of diamond irradiated at the absorbed dose of 0.1 eV/atom, obtained
with the tight-binding model (solid lines) and Drude model (dashed lines).
shows that the Drude model

an be employed for tra ing

hanges in opti al properties

indu ed solely by ele tron ex itation, and it breaks down as soon as atomi
be omes non-negligible. Simply speaking, Drude model

ontribution

an be reliable approa h for u-

en es far below the damage threshold.

4.2.4 Measured X-ray indu ed graphitization of diamond
In general, transformations from diamond to graphite stru ture are known for a long time.
In su h experiments high temperature [105℄, annealing [106℄ or high pressure [107, 108℄
were used. Forming of graphite was observed both on the surfa e and within the bulk.
In the previous Subse tion, the experiment by Reitze et al. on irradiation of diamond
above the damage threshold was dis ussed. However, this experiment and another experiment by Sokolowski-Tinten et al. with sili on [109℄, whi h we will dis uss in Subse tion
4.3.2, were performed by using opti al irradiation in a pump-probe s heme. The related
simulations showed that the XTANT
properties in the materials with good a

ode is able to des ribe time evolution of opti al
ura y, albeit being limited to the XUV photon

energies [27, 98℄. In these experiments only a ree tivity
measured. The transmission

oe ient of the materials was

oe ient is more sensitive to the ongoing transformation in
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diamond, as it was dis ussed before.
Re ent experiments performed with XUV and soft X-rays are des ribed in [86℄. First,
the SPring-8 fa ility in Japan was used for generating 24 eV photon energy pulses and
se ond, a set of higher photon energies from 91 to 275 eV was used at FLASH free-ele tron
laser in Hamburg. On both fa ilities, the pulse duration was between 30 and 80 fs, and
diamond samples were exposed to single pulses at a normal in iden e. The

ex situ analysis

of the irradiated samples was made by using opti al mi ros opy and Raman spe tros opy
te hniques. Thus,
threshold of
a

hanges in opti al refra tive index were xed and graphitization energy

∼ 0.7 eV/atom was estimated.

The analysis of Raman spe tra peaks indi ated

ompleted solid-to-solid phase transition and forming of graphite

experiments proved the

rystallites [86℄. These

apability of soft X-rays to graphitize diamond, but did not follow

the dynami s of the pro ess in time.
Later, despite many

omplexities, an experiment on soft X-rays indu ed graphitization

of diamond was performed at FERMIElettra fa ility near Trieste, Italy by Franz Tavella,
Sven Toleikis et al. [110℄ This experiment seems to be the rst one where the non-thermal
ultrafast graphitization of poly- rystalline diamond indu ed by X-ray irradiation was observed in a time-resolved manner. In the experiment, soft X-ray pulses of 47.4 eV photon
energy and 52.5 fs duration were used,

ross- orrelated by opti al probe pulse of 32.8 fs

duration. A dire t simulation of an experiment with su h parameters is feasible for the
XTANT

ode.

The experimental method was based on the solid-state target EUV/opti al
orrelation [110℄.

The wavefront of the FEL is tilted with respe t to the target.

rossThe

FEL uen e is spatially and temporarily en oded into the surfa e of the target. The evolution of the stru tural transformation was probed by the laser with a wavefront parallel
to the target. In the experiment, a polished poly- rystalline CVD diamond (a produ t of
the

hemi al vapour deposition (CVD), whi h allows to produ e solid materials with high

purity) of 300

µm

was used.

The in ident angle of the FEL pulse was

20◦

with respe t to the surfa e, while the

probe pulse propagated under normal in iden e to the surfa e. The

enter wavelength of
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S hemati pi ture of the experimental setup reprodu ed from [110℄. The β is an

angle between FEL beam propagation and the sample surfa e. During a single shot a spatialtemporal en oding was performed. An opti al probe pulse for the measurement of transmission
signal was oriented at the normal in iden e to the surfa e. Additional time s anning of the delay
between the FEL pulse and the probe pulse was also provided.
the probe pulse was 630 nm and the

enter photon energy of a pump FEL pulse was

eV. With the spatially en oded measurements an a
among whi h the highest one ex eeded at least 10

∼ 47.4

ess to dierent uen es was available,

J/cm2

[110℄. In Fig. 4.15 a s hemati

sket h of the experiment is presented.
After the samples were irradiated, the post-mortem analysis of them was made.

It

showed a presen e of a graphitized layer on the surfa e of the poly- rystalline diamond
substrate [110℄. In the experiment the transmitted signal was measured. Signal intensities
were dependent on the transmission of post-mortem samples whi h was equivalent to the
graphitized layer thi kness.
For the post-mortem analysis, also the atomi

for e mi ros opy (AFM) was used to

map the sample surfa e morphology. Confo al Raman spe tros opy, sensitive to the sample
mi rostru ture, was performed. It identied the peaks whi h are

hara teristi

for nano-

rystalline graphite (n -C). Finally, X-ray photoele tron spe tros opy dened the graphitelike ele troni

onguration (i.e., with sp

2

bonds). With time-resolved tool applied during

the graphitization phase, the transmission signal was measured at dierent time instants
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∼ 10

fs, and in su h a way the transient transmission
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urves for the

graphitization pro ess were obtained [110℄.
As we know from the previous se tions, for soft X-ray photon energies, as used in the
experiment, graphitization pro ess

an o

be ause a su ient number of ele trons
The band gap

ur already during the pulse exposure, spe i ally
an be promoted to the

ollapse due to the weakening of interatomi

ondu tion band very fast.

bonds o

urs within

∼ 50

fs

2
after the pulse maximum, i.e. as well during the pulse exposure. After forming sp bonds
instead of sp

3

bonds the graphitization pro ess is

ompeled within additional 50-100 fs.

Due to the small attenuation length of photons under experimental
26 nm for diamond irradiated with FEL-photons of 47.4 eV at
that a pulse intensity is

I = I0 /e at this depth, where I0

20◦

onditions (λatt

in ident angle; meaning

is the initial pulse intensity) [111℄,

a diusion ee t has an important impa t on the experimental results.

The treatment

of diusion will be dis ussed in detail in the next Subse tion. Here, we will
on the

hanging ae ted layer, whi h is

transport.

∼

on entrate

onne ted with the heat diusion and hot- arrier

In addition to our usual model assumptions for the

al ulation of transient

opti al properties in XTANT, we assume that the thi kness of the ae ted layer evolves
from the attenuation length
at

t = 400

fs whi h

fs.

λatt

to a transient graphite thi kness estimated from data

We assume that ae ted layer thi kness

λ ∼ (t/τ )1/2 ,

where

τ = 1500

orresponds to a time s ale where transport and relaxation ee ts must play a

role. Additional study showed that a parti ular
transmission

urve. If we

hoose

τ = 500

hoi e of

fs, the

τ

does not signi antly ae t the

hange in the shape of the

urve would

be noti eable only at mu h longer times, i.e., after graphitization took pla e (Fig. 4.16).
The transmission

oe ients are

led to the smoothing of the

urves.

onvolved with the nite-duration probe pulse whi h
The theoreti al transmission

urve was also shifted

along the time axis to mat h the position of the pulse maximum. It was then normalized
to the initial transmission of non-irradiated diamond.
The

omparison of experimental and theoreti al plots for 0.8 eV/atom absorbed dose

shows a very good agreement (Fig. 4.17). As a
eV/atom dose are shown.

omparison, theoreti al predi tions for 0.6
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Experimentally observed [110℄ transient opti al transmission signal from X-ray

irradiated diamond (purple points with errorbars) for 630 nm probe pulse and theoreti ally predi ted transmittan e assuming the evolution of the ae ted layer of 36 nm transient thi kness at
400 fs with: (i) the time onstant τ = 500 fs (solid red line), and (ii) τ = 1500 fs (solid bla k
line). FEL photon energy h̄ω = 47.4 eV, pulse duration τ = 52.5 fs (FWHM, dashed violet line).
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Figure 4.17:
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Experimentally observed [110℄ transient opti al transmission signal from X-ray

irradiated diamond (purple points with errorbars) and theoreti ally predi ted transmittan e for
absorbed dose of 0.6 eV/atom (below threshold; dot-dashed orange line) and 0.8 eV/atom (above
threshold; red solid line), 630 nm probe pulse. FEL photon energy h̄ω = 47.4 eV, pulse duration
τ = 52.5 fs (FWHM, dashed violet line). Predi ted transient graphite layer thi kness at 400 fs is

38 nm.
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There are three stages of the graphitization pro ess that
the experimental and theoreti al
o

the bottom of the

ex itation

as ading pro esses, photoele trons relax to

ondu tion band within a few femtose onds. This stimulates an initial

in rease of the transmission
de rease of the ree tivity
pulse duration of

an be distinguished with

urves. During the rst stage, initial ele troni

urs during the FEL pulse. Due to se ondary

69

∼ 50

The se ond stage

oe ient, whi h is seen on the plots, and a simultaneous

oe ient. The rst stage lasts several tens of fs, in

ase of the

fs, approximately until the maximum of the FEL pulse.
orresponds to the band gap

ollapse and lasts

∼ 50

fs after the

maximum of the pulse. It is ree ted in the slight de rease of transmission whi h pre edes
a short-lived plateau. Duration of this plateau
band gap

ollapse and the atomi

relo ation to the new equilibrium positions.

The steep de rease of the transmission o
tion and is

hara terizes a time delay between the nal

onne ted with an atomi

urs during the third stage of the graphitiza-

rearrangement and breaking of bonds between atoms.

This stage starts at 80-150 fs after the maximum of the FEL pulse and lasts 50-100 fs.
All three stages are

learly visible in Fig. 4.17. The graphitization o

fs in total. The transmission

urs within

∼ 150

oe ient does not fully drop to zero, as in the simulations

dis ussed in Se tion 4.2.1, be ause we assume a dierent photon attenuation length in the
experiment (λatt

∼ 26

nm in FERMI experiment versus

λatt ∼ 100

nm

onsidered before).

As a result, a thin layer of graphite is formed whi h is partly transparent to the light of 800
nm wavelength. The transmission
slight de rease of transmission.
urve does not de rease below

urve generated for

0.6

eV/atom dose has only a very

For any under-damage threshold dose the transmission

∼ 0.9

[110℄.

se ond major de rease is presented and

In

ase of above-damage threshold dose the

an be assigned as an eviden e of graphitization.

For all uen es used in the experiment, graphitization o
of 150-200 fs.

urs on the same time s ale

Various uen es produ ed dierent transient graphite layers.

The higher

uen es gave the thi ker graphite layers whi h lowered the transparen e of the layers to the
opti al pulses (see Fig. 4.18). From these plots we may also

on lude that the nite value

of transmittan e after the FEL pulse propagation is lower at thi ker graphitized layers.
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b) 22 nm
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Experimentally observed (blue errorbars) [110℄ and simulated (red line) transient

opti al transmission signal from X-ray irradiated diamond for 630 nm probe pulse. Dierent pulse
uen es produ ed various transient graphite layers at 400 fs: a) 17 nm; b) 22 nm; ) 25 nm; d) 29
nm; e) 38 nm; f) 40 nm. FEL photon energy h̄ω = 47.4 eV, pulse duration τ = 52.5 fs (FWHM,
green line).
Simulations with dierent transient layer thi knesses ( entral value of

38 ± 4

nm) are

shown in 4.19. All of the transient layer thi knesses between 34 and 42 nm are within the
experimental errorbars. The simulations are
in Fig.

4.18e.

This

ompared to the experimental results shown

omparison gives an estimate for a 't' error during adjusting the

transient layer thi kness in the simulation to the experimental data.
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Figure 4.19:
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Experimentally observed [110℄ transient opti al transmission signal from X-ray irra-

diated diamond (purple points with errorbars) for 630 nm probe pulse and theoreti ally predi ted
transmittan e for various absorbed doses and orrespondingly for dierent predi ted transient
graphite layers at 400 fs: 34 nm (dot-dashed orange line), 38 nm (solid red entral line), 42 nm
(bla k dashed line). FEL photon energy was h̄ω = 47.4 eV, pulse duration τ = 52.5 fs (FWHM,
dashed violet line).
The simulated total number of ele trons in the

ondu tion band (both in high- and low-

energy domain) are shown in Fig. 4.20. During the FEL pulse the number of
band ele trons rises up. For the above damage threshold
the

ondu tion

ase, there is a se ond in rease of

ondu tion band ele tron density, whi h takes pla e at around 70 fs, while the band gap

ollapse is going on. In the below threshold
stays the same after the pulse.

The

pro ess take pla e on a time s ale of

ase the number of

ondu tion band ele trons

ooling down of ele trons and the re ombination

∼ 200

ps [112℄ and is not a

ounted in the model.
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Theoreti ally predi ted relative numbers of ondu tion band ele trons in FEL

irradiated diamond as a fun tion of time for absorbed doses of 0.6 eV/atom (dot-dashed orange
line) and 0.8 eV/atom (solid red line). FEL pulse photon energy was h̄ω = 47.4 eV, pulse duration
τ = 52.5 fs (FWHM, dashed violet line), as in the experiment.

4.2.5 Diusion pro esses
For a simple diusion study, we added the rate equations for the ele tron and atomi
peratures into the XTANT, representing
parts of the

ooling via intera tion with the bath (unex ited

rystal) [113℄:

dTe,a (t)/dt = −(Te,a (t) − Tbath )/τ.
They represent heat transport out of the ele troni
relaxation time approximation presented in [18℄;
ele trons and atoms;

τ

Tbath

hara teristi

and atomi

Te,a (t)

(4.8)

systems, similar to the

are the transient temperatures of

is the temperature of the bath equal to the room temperature;

is the relaxation time, for this study

the

tem-

ase

hosen to be

500

fs. This time

orresponds to

relaxation time of the ae ted layer whi h was introdu ed above.

The heat diusion plays a signi ant role for the absorption of the dose below the
damage threshold. For the above threshold doses the material ex itation and stru tural
transformation are too fast to be ae ted by the diusion ee ts [110℄.
in luding the

However, by

ooling of the simulation box, the damage threshold has slightly

In the simulation with the

hanged.

hosen parameters, and for 64 atoms in the simulation box,
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ase without

transport ee ts. This was expe ted, be ause a part of the energy got lost. For the below
threshold dose, the band gap transiently shrinks and then restores, preventing proper
graphitization. The opti al transmission

oe ient shows similar behavior, with an initial

slight drop and then restoration at longer time s ales. Let us note that the relaxation time
approximation for heat diusion is too simplisti

and does not ree t the whole

omplexity

of the pro ess.
A more sophisti ated way to a

ount for the diusion ee t is to imply

onventional

diusion equations  these are partial dierential equations (PDE). Su h type of equations
is widely used in mathemati al physi s, e.g. for

al ulations of thermal heat transport or

string os illations - the time-resolved pro esses that have a sour e, distributing them in
spa e. Depending on the pro ess, these equations
type, and have dierent boundary
The diusion equation
diusion equation is

an be of paraboli , hyperboli

onditions [114℄.

an also be either stationary or non-stationary. Non-stationary

lassied as a paraboli

tribution of a diusing substan e.
be omes stationary and ellipti .
a dependen e of material

dierential equation whi h des ribes the dis-

If the distribution is time-independent, the equation

The solution of the diusion equation assumes nding

on entration on spatial

oordinates and time.

we estimate ele tron heat diusion within the irradiated bulk.
(∼

6.2 × 128.1 µm2

or ellipti

In our

ase

As the laser spot size

[110℄) is mu h greater than the attenuation length, we

an assume a

single-dimensional spread of hot ele trons into the depth of the bulk, i.e. in the dire tion
of the pulse propagation [28℄. Thus, the diusion equation will take the form [114℄:

∂
∂
∂
F (x, t) =
D F (x, t) + f (x, t),
∂t
∂x ∂x
where

F (x, t)

(4.9)

is a spa e- and time-dependent absorbed dose in eV/atom,

f (x, t)

is a fun -

tion des ribing the sour e behaviour and the inhomogeneity of the pro ess. The diusion
oe ient

D , in

equilibrium,

ase of

ubi

semi ondu tor under nondegenera y

an be dened by the

ondition in the thermal

lassi al Einstein relation [19℄:

D=

µe kB T
,
e

(4.10)
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is the mobility or the ratio of the parti le drift velo ity to an applied for e.

The evaluation of the

oe ient

D

in the

ase of ex ited diamond represents a bottle-

ne k for the implementation of this PDE-based diusion model, as the diusion

D(x, t)
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oe ient

must have been both spa e- and time-dependent. Su h parameterization

be presently a hieved. The

onstant values of hot ele tron diusion

annot

oe ients in laser-

irradiated diamond during the relaxation were then used from [115℄.
The sour e fun tion

f (x, t)

[114, 116℄, des ribing the dose brought by the in oming

pulse and spread within the material,

an be qualitatively represented as:

f (x, t) = F0 · exp(−x/µ) · exp(−t2 /τ 2 ).
Here

F0

(spatial

is the total absorbed dose (or uen e),
oordinate),

experimental

λatt

onditions),

x

(4.11)

is a layer thi kness of the material

is an attenuation length for XUV photons (λatt = 26 nm under

τ

is an in ident FEL pulse duration. Thus, the sour e fun tion

ontains a spatial part, whi h des ribes how far the ae ted layer is lo ated from the
attenuation length, and a temporal part, whi h represents the Gaussian FEL pulse.
We impose Neumann boundary

ondition

∂F (x, t)/∂x = 0

[114℄ to the solution of the

equation, meaning that there is no ux over the surfa e of the bulk. The solution of the
PDE with Neumann boundary

onditions is well known [116℄ and with presented sour e

fun tion looks as:

F (x, t) =

ZZ
ξ,τ ′






(x − ξ)2
(x + ξ)2
F0
p
exp −
+ exp −
×
4D(t − τ ′ )
4D(t − τ ′ )
4π D(t − τ ′ )


 ′ 2
ξ
τ
× exp −
· exp − 2 dξ, dτ ′ .
λatt
τ

(4.12)

In Fig. 4.21 time-dependent dose distribution at dis rete layers is shown. The diusion
oe ient

D is equal to 100 cm2 /s or (10 nm2 /fs) whi

h

orresponds to the estimates made

2
3
in [115, 117℄. The estimates were made for the minimal (4.7 J/cm ) [110℄ and maximal
3 Here

the lower estimate of the peak uen e is taken, whi h is al ulated from the transmission mea-

surements [110℄.
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Distribution of energy doses absorbed by diamond sample at its surfa e (solid red

lines), layer depths of 25 nm (solid blue lines), 50 nm (solid green lines) and 100 nm (solid magenta
lines) for FEL pulse uen es of 4.7 J/cm2 (left) and 11.8 J/cm2 (right). The dashed bla k lines
denote graphitization threshold of 0.7 eV/atom. The diusion oe ient D = 100 cm2 /s.
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Distribution of 0.7 eV/atom threshold absorbed dose within the diamond sample

as a fun tion of time for FEL pulse uen e of 4.7 J/cm2 . The diusion oe ient D = 100 cm2 /s.
The length of the line segment (bla k double arrow as an example) at a ertain layer thi kness
value denotes the time during whi h the threshold dose of 0.7 eV/atom or higher is kept within
the layer. Within ∼ 7 nm thi k layer su h dose is aptured for 100 fs whi h is su ient for
graphitization.
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2
(11.8 J/cm ) [110℄ uen es used in the FERMI experiment.

They
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onrmed that the

minimal uen e was su ient to over ome the graphitization threshold dose of 0.7 eV/atom
to the subsurfa e layer and the maximal one

ould deliver su h dose down to 50 nm depth.

The delivered threshold dose should be maintained for at least 100 fs within the layer to
ause graphitization [5℄. In Fig. 4.22 we see for how long the threshold dose stays within
the layer at the minimal uen e.

For layers up to

∼

7 nm it keeps for more than 100

fs. The maximal uen e gives the maximum absorbed dose of over 1 eV/atom and then
relaxes to lower values. The minimal uen e gives nearly homogeneous ele tron density
within the layer, with thi kness up to few tens of nm. This leads us to the
the

on lusion that

hoi e of one parti ular dose in our simulations was justied.

4.3 Sili on
Let us now analyze sili on, another example of a semi ondu tor whose transformations
and related opti al properties were studied with XTANT. It is a non-organi
semi ondu tor, and its band gap width of

∼ 1.1

indire t

eV at room temperature [118℄ is used as a

ben hmark to separate narrow and broad band gap semi ondu tors. Sili on is extensively
used in industry and ele troni s due to its high abundan e on Earth and inexpensive
te hnologi al appli ations.

The indire t band gap implies that the ele tron momentum

(k-ve tor), at whi h the energy of the top of the valen e band has its maximum, does
not

oin ide with the momentum, at whi h the bottom of the

ondu tion band has its

minimum.

4.3.1 Modelling of phase transitions in sili on
The two me hanisms of amorphization of sili on are thermal and non-thermal melting [21,
119121℄. Thermal melting is a result of the latti e heating due to ele tron-phonon
pling.

ou-

In the experiments without an ultrafast laser ex itation this type of melting is

usually observed. Non-thermal melting has the same features as non-thermal graphitiza-
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tion of diamond: when a density of ele trons ex ited to the
a

ertain threshold, the interatomi

potential signi antly
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ondu tion band over omes
hanges.

However, the dose

needed to trigger the thermal amorphization of diamond is higher than the dose needed for
its non-themal graphitization [21℄. For sili on the situation is the opposite: the deposited
dose for non-thermal melting must be higher than for thermal melting. Moreover, in silion we may also observe an interplay of these two pro esses, when both of them ae t the
opti al properties [21℄.
Depending on the absorbed dose, solid-state sili on

an also form low-density liquid

(LDL) or high-density liquid (HDL), while being amorphized.
dose for a solid-LDL phase transition is
transition (full amorphization) is
ex ited from the valen e to the

∼

∼

The estimated threshold

0.65 eV/atom, and for a solid-HDL phase

0.9 eV/atom, whi h

orresponds to

∼ 5%

of ele trons

ondu tion band [21, 98℄. The transition from an ordered

state of sili on to a disordered LDL state, after the atomi

system is exposed to the FEL

pulse and absorbs dose of 0.66 eV/atom, is presented in snapshots in Fig. 4.23. The
symmetri

ubi

stru ture of sili on undergoes disordering, however, preserving lo al order. In

Fig. 4.24 the transition of a solid sili on to HDL phase at 1.78 eV/atom absorbed dose
is shown. Here we

an already see a highly disordered state whi h

orresponds to a high-

density liquid phase.
For the des ription of non-thermal ee ts the Born-Oppenheimer approximation

ould

be used as presented in [5, 20℄. If we want to address the thermal melting, we have to go
beyond this approximation [122℄, otherwise the ele trons are insensitive to nu lei motion,
i.e., atomi
Boltzmann

motion does not ae t ele tron transition between the levels. Let us rewrite the
ollision integral, des ribing the evolution of the ele tron distribution fun tion

on the energy levels, from the Eq. (3.37):

dfi X e−e X e−at
=
Ii,j +
Ii,j ,
dt
j
j
where

e−e
Ii,j

is an ele tron-ele tron

ollision integral,

e−at
Ii,j

integral. In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation the
atom energy ex hange.

(4.13)

is an ele tron-atom

e−at
Ii,j
≡0

ollision

as there is no ele tron-

Therefore, the model should be extended with addition of the
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Snapshots of atomi positions in sili on irradiated with a dose of 0.66 eV/atom at

dierent time instants: a) 0 fs; b) 250 fs; ) 500 fs; d) 1000 fs.

Figure 4.24:

Snapshots of atomi positions in sili on irradiated with a dose of 1.78 eV/atom at

dierent time instants: a) 0 fs; b) 250 fs; ) 500 fs; d) 1000 fs.
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Simulated temperatures of atoms and ele trons of sili on in Born-Oppenheimer

approximation and nonadiabati s heme. Initial ele tron temperature Te = 10 000 K, initial
atomi temperature Ta = 300 K. A super ell with N = 64 atoms and onstant volume is used in
the simulation.
nonadiabati
integral
A
in Fig.

e−at
Ii,j

oupling between the ele trons and the latti e. The full form of the

ollision

an be found in Subse tion 4.3.3.

omparison of the Born-Oppenheimer model and the nonadiabati

model is made

4.25 on a time s ale of 15 ps, showing the relaxation of ele troni

subsystems, where ele trons have an initial temperature
the room temperature

Ta = 300

Te

and atomi

= 10 000 K and atoms have

K. The Born-Oppenheimer s heme does not exhibit any

energy ex hange between ele troni

and atomi

subsystems, while the nonadiabati

s heme

predi ts ele tron-latti e thermalization.
Now we will employ extended XTANT model with nonadiabati extension for the

al u-

lation of opti al properties of sili on whi h undergoes a phase transition. The hara teristi
behaviour of the opti al

oe ients turns out to be similar to the

ase of diamond-graphite

phase transition with well pronoun ed in rease of the ree tivity and a de rease of the
transmission to zero. However, in

ase of sili on, both thermal and non-thermal melting

ontribute to the amorphization simultaneously. That results in some qualitative dieren es with the graphitization s heme, where the thermal melting starts to play a noti eable
role only on a time s ale of 1 ps.
We may de ouple these two pro esses by sele ting either the dose whi h is slightly
above the threshold for solid-LDL transition or whi h is far above solid-HDL transition
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Simulated opti al oe ients of sili on (ree tivity - solid red line, transmission -

dashed green line, absorption - dot-dashed blue line) irradiated with a dose of 0.66 eV/atom (left)
and with a dose of 1.78 eV/atom (right). FEL pulse photon energy h̄ω = 50 eV, pulse duration τ
= 90 fs, probe wavelength λ = 625 nm, layer thi kness d = 100 nm.
threshold [98℄. In the rst

ase, the thermal melting would dominate, while in the se ond

ase the non-thermal melting would be more signi ant.
In Fig. 4.26 one

an see that for the lower dose (0.66 eV/atom) ree tivity is in reasing

slowly and saturates only on a time s ale of 1 ps. Thermal melting dominates there. At the
higher dose (1.78 eV/atom), we observe a qui k ree tivity overshooting on a time s ale of
100 fs. It was also o

uring for diamond, as the non-thermal pro ess dominates there as

well. The drop of transmission also o
ase  for the latter
The o

ase it takes

urs more rapidly, when

∼ 400

ompared to the lower dose

fs.

uren e of an ultrafast non-thermal melting in sili on is indi ated by the analysis

of dira tion patterns in [123℄.
qualied as pro esses

Therein, the thermal and non-thermal melting are also

ompeting in time, and both o

ur within 1 ps after irradiation. For

the thermally melted sili on, the pattern is expe ted to be a superposition of the solid
state part and a part that is already melted at 100 fs. However, the pattern depi ted at
100 fs after femtose ond irradiation

annot be dened as su h a superposition, therefore,

it represents a signature of the non-thermal transition on an ultrafast time s ale [123℄.
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4.3.2 Opti ally indu ed radiation damage in sili on
The experiment on sili on amorphization was performed by Sokolowski-Tinten et al [109℄.
The standard femtose ond pump-probe te hnique was applied, and the probe pulse was
extra ted from the pump pulse by separating a small fra tion of it. The pump beam angle
of in iden e was

56◦ ,

while the probe pulse angle of in iden e was

70.5◦ .

The experiment

was similar to Reitze's experiment with diamond [96℄ in terms of the pulse parameters, as
both the pump and probe pulses had the same opti al wavelength (λ = 625 nm in [109℄).
The measurements of the ree tivity were done for dierent uen es.
To simulate the experiment, we again used soft X-ray photon energy (50 eV) for the
pump pulse. In Fig. 4.27 opti al

oe ients of sili on at the absorbed dose of 1.0 eV/atom

are shown. The modeled ree tivity
results [109℄. For this spe i

oe ient is in a good agreement with experimental

dose, the rise of ree tivity is relatively slow, and saturation

is rea hed on a time s ale of 500-600 fs. That supports an assumption of two

ontributing

melting pro esses for su h doses - thermal and non-thermal.
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Figure 4.27:

Modeled opti al oe ients of non-equilibrium sili on irradiated above the damage

threshold, at the absorbed dose = 1.0 eV/atom, photon energy h̄w = 50 eV, pulse duration τ = 100
fs. Angle of the pump pulse in iden e is 56◦ , of the probe pulse in iden e is 70.5◦ ; probe wavelength
is λ = 625 nm. The dots represent experimental data for the ree tivity oe ient [109℄, the solid
line represents the al ulated ree tivity oe ient, the dashed line is the al ulated transmission
oe ient, the dotted line is the al ulated absorption oe ient obtained within TB model, and
the dot-dashed line is the ree tivity oe ient obtained with Drude model.
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Figure 4.28:

Transient ree tivity of sili on measured in the experiment [109℄ in omparison with

TB model predi tions for the absorbed doses of 1.17 eV/atom (1.8Fm ), 1.32 eV/atom (2.2Fm ) and
1.86 eV/atom (3.1Fm ).
The simulations performed for other above-threshold doses, as in Sokolowski-Tinten's
experiments for high uen es (above

1.8Fm )

[109℄, give results

lose to the experimental

ones (Fig. 4.28). The dis repan y between experiment and theory during the pulse was
already explained for the

ase of diamond.

The dis repan y with the experimental re-

sults for uen es slightly above the threshold (below

1.8Fm )

will be explained in the next

Subse tion.
An example of sili on on e again
with the atomi

stru ture. Abrupt

onrms that the opti al properties are strongly linked
hanges of opti al properties o

ur together with non-

thermal phase transitions. Their time s ale mat hes very well the experimental observation
of non-thermal melting. The HDL phase is rea hed after an intermediate LDL phase whi h
may be not observed in
smaller doses, is a
ele tron-phonon

ase of higher deposited doses. Thermal melting, for the

onsequen e of atomi

oupling.

ex eeds 1 ps [124℄.

ase of

heating, and its time s ale is governed by the

The ele tron-latti e thermalization time for sili on typi ally
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4.3.3 Ee t of ele tron-ion oupling on opti al properties
After the ex itation, photoele trons start to relax and ex hange their energies with ions
via ele tron-phonon

oupling, typi ally on pi ose ond time s ales.

The Fermi's Golden

Rule (FGR) is widely used for the observation of ele tron kineti s in irradiated solids
on a femtose ond time s ale [76, 125127℄.

However, the appli ability of the FGR in

plasma is disputed, for example, in [128℄. For the
subsequent

ase of femtose ond laser pulses with a

hange of the potential energy surfa e and phase transitions, FGR assumptions

are violated.

The periodi

harmoni

motion of atoms, ne essary for FGR,

assumed after atomi relo ations and breaking of the
phonon s attering event time (tph
the inverse phonon frequen y,
femtose onds, i.e.,

wi,j

fe (Ei ),

an be estimated by

an rea h a value from a few tens up to a hundred of

oupling (DC) model [131℄.

In XTANT, the nonadiabati

where

[65, 129, 130℄, whi h

Regarding these FGR limitations, in [76℄ we proposed to use a

more general dynami al

e−at
Ii,j
= wi,j

rystal symmetry. Moreover, ele tron-

an be on the same order of magnitude as ultrafast pro esses in the

material we deal with.

ollision integral,

∼ 1/ωph )

annot be

e−at
Ii,j

ele tron-ion

oupling is introdu ed, using the Boltzmann

[21, 76, 132℄:



fe (Ei )(2 − fe (Ej )) − fe (Ej )(2 − fe (Ei ))Gat (Ei − Ej ) , for i > j,


fe (Ei )(2 − fe (Ej ))Gat (Ej − Ei ) − fe (Ej )(2 − fe (Ei )) , for i < j,

j;

here

a transient ele tron distribution fun tion, is assumed to yield the Fermi-Dira

dis-

is the rate for an ele tron transition between the energy levels

tribution. It denes ele tron population on the energy level
TB Hamiltonian). The fun tion

Gat (E)

Ei

i

(4.14)

and

(eigenstate of the transient

is the integrated Maxwellian fun tion for atoms.

The s attering rate, assuming an instant s attering event (Markovian pro ess) and
periodi

atomi

motion, is dened by the FGR as [131℄:

wij =
where

ωph is a phonon frequen

s attering

2π
2
2 |Me−at (Ei , Ej )| δ(ωij − ωph ),
h̄
y,

(4.15)

ωij = (Ei −Ej )/h̄, and the matrix element for ele

Me−at (Ei , Ej ) = (hi(t)|j(t + δt)i − hj(t)|i(t + δt)i) (Ej − Ei )/2

[133℄.

tron-ion
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The dynami

oupling model estimates the s attering rate taking into a

time dependen e without an assumption of the harmoni

atomi
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ount its

os illations or long time

s ales [76, 131℄:

wi,j = |(hi(t)|j(t + δt)i − hi(t + δt)|j(t)i) /2|2
where

hi(t)|

and

time instants

t

|j(t + δt)i
and

are the

t + δt.

i-th

and

j -th

1
,
δt

(4.16)

eigenfun tions of the Hamiltonian at the

Therefore, the dynami al

oupling takes into a

ount the

system evolution during an ongoing time individual ' ollision' and the indu ed energy
ex hange [76℄.
Ele tron transitions through the band gap for broad-band gap materials, su h as diamond, are ex luded from the

ollision integral (in XTANT, already the transitions a ross

5 eV are ex luded). The parti ular
eV and
The

∼

6 eV does not

hoi e of the a

eptan e window width between

∼3

hange the simulation results noti eably [76℄.

onvergen e study performed with XTANT for sili on showed that the usage of

FGR produ es divergent results, and the resulting heating rate is then strongly dependent
on the MD time step. In
showed the

∆t ∼ 0.01
To

ontrast, the

al ulations made with the DC s heme employed,

onvergen e for the ele troni

fs. With a longer time step, the

temperature in sili on with the MD time step
oupling rate be omes overestimated [76℄.

ompare the DC and Born-Oppenheimer s hemes (FGR

annot be

ompared as it

produ es non- onvergent results), we performed a set of simulations with the same pulse
and material parameters. In Fig. 4.29 the

al ulated ree tivity of sili on exposed to the

dose of 1.3Fm is in a reasonable agreement with the experiment [109℄ in
model applied. Without any

ase of the DC

oupling s heme applied (Born-Oppenheimer approximation),

ree tivity de reases without overshooting. The behaviour of ree tivity on both graphs
stri tly depends on the band gap width.
dynami al

Noti eable shrinkage appears only when the

oupling s heme is used.

In Fig. 4.28 we showed the ree tivity

oe ients for dierent over-threshold uen es.

Now let us look at these results, from the perspe tive of the ele tron-ion
For doses above

1.8Fm ,

oupling s hemes.

sili on undergoes signi ant non-thermal melting. The results we
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Transient opti al ree tivity of sili on at 625 nm probe wavelength under 70.5◦ in i-

den e, absorbed dose is 1.3Fm , where Fm is a riti al melting dose. The experimentally measured
oe ients from [109℄ are marked by the blue dots; the oe ients obtained with XTANT model:
(i) by using Born-Oppenheimer approximation (no oupling) are marked by the dot-dashed green
line; (ii) by using dynami al oupling - by solid red line.
obtained for the ree tivity show that the agreement with the experiment is poorer at
lower doses (Fig. 4.29), and at doses above
reasons for that
First, valen e and

1.8Fm

the agreement is almost perfe t. The

an be found, while analyzing the assumptions of the XTANT model.
ondu tion band ele trons are supposed to follow a unied Fermi-Dira

distribution and to be in thermal equilibrium. However, at lower irradiation uen es, a
distribution of ele trons
model

an be non-equilibrium on longer times [126℄. As a result, XTANT

an overestimate ion heating.

boundary

onditions

used, all absorbed energy is stored within the super ell, while in experimental

onditions

a part of it

Se ond, due to the periodi

an leave the irradiated area be ause of the heat diusion.

the inuen e of ele tron-ion

For diamond,

oupling on the threshold dose is less signi ant than for

sili on. Both for sili on and for

arbon, the threshold dose is lowered, when

ompared to

the results obtained with the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Non-thermal transition
time s ales for diamond are similar in both approa hes (from 80 to 150 fs), and for sili on
they

an be dierent (up to 500 fs with FGR and up to 1 000 fs with DC) [76℄.

The

best level of agreement with the experiment in terms of the threshold dose and non-
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thermal transition time s ales is a hieved by using the DC approa h both for sili on and
diamond [76℄. Therefore, it should be used in XTANT to properly tra e the ele tron-ion
oupling ee t.

4.4 Gallium arsenide
Gallium arsenide is a semi ondu tor a tively used in industry, e.g., in ele troni s and solar
ells fabri ation.

It is

omposed of the elements gallium and arseni .

semi ondu tor. It means that it has the same
the

GaAs is a dire t

rystal momentum both at the bottom of

ondu tion and at the top of the valen e band. The band gap width of GaAs is 1.42

eV at the room temperature [118℄ whi h is larger than the one of sili on.
gap width is

Su h a band

omparable with the opti al wavelengths. Thus, opti al photons

ele tron ex itation from the valen e band to the

an trigger

ondu tion band. The band gap width,

dependent on the latti e temperature, denes the rate of su h interband ex itations.
Here, we will dis uss transient opti al properties of irradiated GaAs, starting with a
simpler model based on the rate equations and the Drude theory.

Afterwards, we will

analyze the appli ability of the XTANT model for GaAs and dis uss arising problems.

4.4.1 Ele tron-latti e thermalization in GaAs
As it was mentioned previously on an example of diamond (Fig. 4.12), the thermalization
of

ondu tion band ele trons is fast: at a few tens of femtose onds

typi al FEL pulse duration, the ele tron thermalization time s ale is

orresponding to a

≤ 200

experimentally established time s ale in GaAs was reported in [134, 135℄.
thermalization time s ale is mainly determined by the se ondary ele tron
ing a FEL irradiation [103℄. The

fs. The same
The ele tron

as ading follow-

as ading duration in reases with the in reasing photon

energy. Due to the ultrafast laser ex itation, while ele trons of the valen e band are being
transferred to the

ondu tion band, holes are

reated in the valen e band. The holes

an

be treated as quasi-parti les with a positive harge and an ee tive mass [33℄. The ee tive
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masses of holes and ele trons in semi ondu tors depend on the spe i
the material. The dispersion relation at the bottom/top of a band
in many semi ondu tors as paraboli

band stru ture of

an be approximated

[136℄:

E(k) = Eedge + h̄2 k 2 /2m∗ ,
where

E(k)

(4.17)

is the energy of an ele tron with a wave ve tor

k

onstant whi h stands for the value of the edge of the band, and
The ee tive mass is then dire tly
spe ied

k-ve

tor

87

onne ted to the

in the band,

m∗

Eedge

is a

is the ee tive mass.

urvature of the energy band at a

k0 :
1/m∗ = d2 E(k)/h̄2 (dk)2 |k=k0 .

With a de rease of the se ond derivative of

E(k),

(4.18)

the mass of the

orresponding

in reases. If the top of the valen e band is 'atter' than the bottom of the

arrier

ondu tion band,

the ee tive hole masses ex eed ele tron masses in the same material. In GaAs holes are
about 10 times heavier than ele trons [137, 138℄. This means that energy transfer to the
heavy holes will be relatively slow while light ele trons will ex hange energy in the

ondu -

tion band mu h faster. Su h mutual (interband) thermalization between the valen e and
the

ondu tion band may take signi antly longer time than the

within the individual bands (intraband thermalizations).
is driven by

ollisional interband pro esses:

arrier thermalization

The interband thermalization

ollisional ionization and Auger re ombina-

tion. Su h transitions require both energy and wave ve tor

onservation. Band stru ture

has a strong ee t on the rate of su h pro esses [139℄. Sin e GaAs is a dire t band gap
semi ondu tor, dire t interband transitions between the valen e and the bottom of the
ondu tion band are suppressed as they

annot maintain both the

erally, phonon-assisted transitions give se ond-order
when

onservation laws. Gen-

ontribution to

ollisional pro esses

ompared to the rst-order dire t transitions [140℄. I.e., they have mu h lower rates

than the dire t transitions [140℄, if the dire t transitions are allowed. As the result,
lisional interband transitions are strongly suppressed in the
with band gap widths larger than

∼ 1 eV [139℄, in whi

ol-

ase of dire t semi ondu tors

h fast dire t interband transitions are

not allowed and only slow phonon-assisted interband transitions

an o

ur. Consequently,
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S hemati pi ture of ex itation and relaxation pro ess in irradiated GaAs involving

ele trons, holes and phonons, and their time s ales.
the distributions of

arriers in the

strongly non-isothermal. Similar

ondu tion and valen e band remain for some time

arrier non-isothermality has been observed in [141143℄.

The band gap shrinks due to the in rease of the latti e temperature.

Many sour es

indi ate that hara teristi times of ele tron-phonon relaxation τe−h−latt in GaAs are around
1-5 ps  as shown in ab initio simulations [144, 145℄, and experiments [146, 147℄. After full
thermalization, re ombination pro esses start to play a role. In GaAs both radiative and
non-radiative re ombination o
order of

ur [148℄. The ele tron-hole re ombination time τrec has the

∼ 100 ns [148℄, this is by several orders of magnitude longer than the ele

thermalization time. Therefore su h radiative re ombination
latti e equilibration. The s hemati

tron-latti e

annot inuen e the ele tron-

pi ture of all ex itation and relaxation pro esses and

their out omes with time s ales is shown in Fig. 4.30.
Having experimental data on the transient ree tivity in hand, we
ation of FEL-irradiated GaAs and

reate a model whi h uses experimental data as tting

parameters. Opti al properties ree t the
ments

an follow the relax-

hanges of an atomi

an provide the information on ele tron-phonon

stru ture, their measure-

oupling rates and ele tron-hole

thermalization time. In onsidered experiments, the pump-probe s heme with X-ray pumps
and opti al probes was used, and relative

hanges of the transient opti al ree tivity were

measured. The experiment by Gahl et al. [134℄ was undertaken at FLASH laser fa ility
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with an XUV pulse (energy of 40 eV) while Krupin's group [135℄ used a soft X-ray pulse
(energy of 800 eV) at LCLS. The probe pulse durations were:

∼ 100 fs at FLASH, between

120

were 800 nm (∼

and

150

fs at LCLS. The probe pulse wavelengths

Krupin's experiment and were 800 nm and 400 nm (∼
wavelengths are

λprobe

3.1

1.55

eV) in

eV) in Gahl's experiment. Both

omparable with the band gap, moreover, 1.55 eV is just slightly above

the band gap width of 1.42 eV.
Our initially proposed theoreti al framework for the interpretation of experimental data
[134, 135℄ used rate equations to des ribe temporal evolution of the ele tron distribution
[138℄. The rate equations were

oupled with the two-temperature model [149℄, des ribing

the equilibration of the ele tron-latti e temperature.

The Drude model was applied to

follow the transient ree tivity as a fun tion of free- arrier density. It was extended beyond
the free- arrier absorption framework [150℄ to a

ount for the

ontribution from opti ally

indu ed interband transitions, predominant in this regime.
As a rst step, we estimated the maximal ele tron-hole density after FEL irradiation,
knowing the pulse uen e and the photoabsorption

ross se tion at a given photon energy.

We then used this value to reprodu e the in rease of the ele tron-hole density until the
maximal density was rea hed by an approximate linear equation [138, 151℄:

d ne−h (t)/dt = γe−h (t),
where the

oe ient

maximal value of

γe−h (t) here depends

ne−h

(4.19)

on the pulse uen e and was tted to obtain the

orresponding to the number of absorbed X-ray photons divided by

the average ele tron-hole pair

reation energy

Ee−h

whi h equals to 4.2 eV for GaAs [152℄.

Su h in rease is typi al for FEL irradiated semi ondu tors as des ribed, e.g., in [151, 153℄.
The minimum of the

∆R/R

sample [23, 154℄, whi h in turn

urve

orresponds to the maximal ele tron-density in the

orresponds to the end of the ex itation stage. After the

maximal ele tron-hole density was rea hed, the system started to relax. Ele tron-latti e
thermalization and ele tron-hole re ombination were the predominant relaxation
In GaAs, the latter one

hannels.

ontributes mu h less signi antly, as it was stated above. Ele tron-

latti e thermalization in GaAs a ts on pi ose ond time s ales [146℄. Assuming thermal free-
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arrier distribution and taking ele tron-hole re ombination into a
for ele tron-hole density

ount, a rate equation

an be written as [138℄:

d ne−h (t)/dt = −γrec · ne−h (t),
where

γrec
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(4.20)

is a re ombination rate, whi h in ludes radiative and non-radiative

oe ients

for GaAs [148℄.
At the beginning of the ex itation stage, the ele tron temperature de reases and then
rea hes some stable value. However, ele tron-latti e thermalization is insigni ant on this
stage and the number of the ex ited ele trons is insigni ant as well for uen es used in
the experiments.

Therefore, we assume the linear growth of the temperature with time

from the initial atomi

∆R/R

room temperature to the temperature

Teinit

at the minimum of the

urve [138℄.

To des ribe how ele tron-hole temperature and latti e temperature

hange with time

we apply the temperature equations [138℄:

where the

oe ients

d Tlatt (t)/dt = +Glatt (Te−h (t) − Tlatt (t)),

(4.21)

d Te−h (t)/dt = −Ge−h (Te−h (t) − Tlatt (t)),

(4.22)

Glatt

Glatt (e−h) = G/Clatt (e−h) .

and

Ge−h

The free

are related to heat

apa ities of the system as [138℄:

arrier  latti e thermalization time is then dened as:

τe−h−latt = 1/(Glatt + Ge−h ).
The heat

Clatt

apa ities for latti e

ingly. Coe ient

G

thermalization time

is the free

τe−h−latt

and free

arriers

arrier  latti e

Ce−h

(4.23)

are taken from [33℄

oupling fa tor. The free

is adjusted to the minimum of

the best t to the experimental

arrier  latti e

urve in order to obtain

urve [138℄.

The initial value of the latti e temperature is
hange mu h during the rst

∆R/R

orrespond-

100 − 200

300

K. Latti e temperature does not

fs after the FEL irradiation (during the ele tron

thermalization) and so the band gap width does not
heating should lead to a shrinkage of the band gap

hange either. The resulting latti e

Egap [155℄, when

ompared with its initial
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1.42 eV

at

300 K.

This
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ould result in the experimentally observed 'overshooting'

of the transient ree tivity, i.e., its in rease above the initial value.
We pro eeded in the following steps. The extended Drude model taking into a
the interband
diele tri

ontribution was used to

fun tion

ǫ.

The diele tri

ǫ ≡ (n + i k)2 = ǫcore −
where

ǫcore

des ribes all

sorption. Here,

al ulate the transient ree tivity

2
2
X ωp,j
X ωp,j
(ωγ τj )2
ωγ τj
+
i
,
2
2
2
2
ω
ω
(ω
τ
)
+
1
(ω
τ
)
+
1
γ
γ
γ
j
γ
j
j=e,h
j=e,h

ontributions to the diele tri

absorption

ωγ

λγ

is its

oe ient s ales with the photon energy

ribes the

ontri-

ondu tion bands, using the inter-

oe ient for a dire t interband transition
is the photon frequen y and

(4.24)

fun tion beyond the free- arrier ab-

bution from the transition between the valen e and the

The frequen y

hanges from the

fun tion is parametrized in the same way as in [150℄:

ǫcore = (ncore + i kinterband )2 , where kinterband = α λγ /4π des

band absorption

ount

α,

parameterized as in [150℄.

orresponding wavelength.

Ephot ,

as

α ∼

p

The

Ephot − Egap /Ephot .

Band gap shrinkage is des ribed with the phenomenologi al relation from [155℄. The interband absorption

oe ient also

ontains the matrix element

hv|p|ci,

states with the same ele tron wave ve tor in the valen e and the
parametrized it, using the measured absorption
time

τe(h)

is the ele tron (hole)

√

ne−h

kinterband

ondu tion bands. We

ollision time and the frequen y

ωp,e(h)

The

is the plasma fre-

arrier density

ne−h

as

[138℄.

Transient ree tivity
index

ouples the

oe ients for GaAs from [156℄.

quen y for ele trons (holes). The latter one is estimated with the

ωp(e,h) ∼

whi h

and

ncore

an be obtained dire tly from knowing the transient refra tion
value. The average ele tron

to mat h the minimum of the experimental

∆R/R

ollision time

τe

was tted in order

urve from [134, 135℄. The a

ura y

of the t depends on the resolution at whi h the minimum ree tivity was experimentally
measured. The average hole

ollision time

τh

mass s aling relation for ele tron and hole

an be estimated from the ele tron one, using

ollision frequen ies [33℄.

The fast drop and rise of the ree tivity is a result of the ele tron-hole pairs
in the irradiated GaAs. Both ele trons and holes
their

reation

ontribute to its opti al parameters and

ontribution is des ribed by the Drude model. In Fig. 4.31 theoreti ally predi ted
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and measured transient ree tivity hanges are shown for Krupin's and Gahl's experiments.
Three dierent uen es used in Krupin's experiment were
and 40

mJ/cm2

hosen - 10

[135, 138℄ (Fig. 4.31a). A single uen e

Gahl's experiment was

hosen. By iteratively

mJ/cm2 , 20 mJ/cm2

F = 4.1 mJ/cm2

[134, 138℄ for

omparing results to experimental data we

a hieve a good agreement with both experiments.
In Fig.

4.31a with in reasing uen e the minimum of the ree tivity

urve is lower

due to the higher free-ele tron density and the overshooting ee t is stronger as the the
latti e temperature is in reasing orrespondingly. The dose

F = 4.1 mJ/cm2
the uen e of 40

Dabs

al ulated from the uen e

at FLASH experiment is equal to 0.08 eV/atom

mJ/cm2

4

whi h

orresponds to

at LCLS experiment, as at 800 eV the photon attenuation length

is around 10 times larger than at 40 eV [111℄. Indeed, the minimum of ree tivity of a red
urve in Fig. 4.31b mat hes a minimum of the red
nal ree tivity value of the red
urve for

urve in Fig. 4.31a [138℄. However, the

urve in Fig. 4.31b mat hes already the nal value of a

F = 10 mJ/cm2 , λprobe = 800

nm in Fig. 4.31a (magenta line). Su h relative

la k of dose in Gahl's experiment is an ee t of hot ele tron diusion from the intera tion
volume at pi ose ond time s ales due to the small penetration depth (∼ 60 nm)  so the
heat gradients are larger in
The opti al

ase of XUV.

oe ients are sensitive to the value of absorption

ording to various estimates, may dier by a fa tor of
inuen es the a

oe ient is about

The ree tivity overshooting does not o
is then not sensitive to the small

∼

[152, 156℄.

ura y of the theory predi tions (Fig. 4.31b). At a

the interband absorption

shrinking (α

2−3

oe ient whi h, a -

p

hange

100

ur at

times larger than at

400

400
800

This strongly

nm probe-pulse
nm

nm as the large absorption

[152, 156℄.
oe ient

aused by the energy shift due to the band gap

Ephot − Egap /Ephot ).

Table 4.1 lists the parameters obtained through an iterative model adjustment to the
4 The

al ulation of experimental uen e F in [134℄ and [135℄ already took the FEL in ident angle θ

into a ount. Then the dose, al ulated with Eq. (4.2), whi h gives ≈ 0.06 eV/atom for both experimets,

must be divided by sin θ. In [134℄ θ = 48.5◦ , in [135℄ θ = 45◦ , whi h gives the nal dose D ≈ 0.08 eV/atom
for both experiments.
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Time dependen e of the relative hange of transient ree tivity in irradiated GaAs

measured in: a) the experiment on LCLS by Krupin et al. (FEL photon energy h̄ω = 800 eV,
opti al probe wavelength λ = 800 nm); b) the experiment by Gahl et al. at FLASH (FEL photon
energy h̄ω = 40 eV, opti al probe wavelengths λ1 = 800 nm and λ2 = 400 nm). The omparisons
are made for FEL pulse uen es: a) F = 10, 20 and 40 mJ/cm2 ; b) F = 4.1 mJ/cm2 .
experimental

urves in Fig. 4.31a: the thermalization time

temperature at the minimum of

∆R/R

urve

Teinit .

reported in [146℄. Note the expe ted in rease of

Teinit

τel−latt

and the free ele tron

These values lay within the range
with uen e, and the

de rease of the thermalization time with the ele tron temperature [146℄.

τel−latt

and

Teinit

for Fig. 4.31b at the pulse uen e of

eV, respe tively, for both
The minimum of the

800

nm and

∆R/R

urve

400

F = 4.1

mJ/ m

2

are

orresponding
The values of

2.8

ps and

1.6

5

nm .

orresponds to the ele tron temperature at the end of

ele tron thermalization, whi h is approximately 5 times higher than the assumed temperature after full thermalization of valen e and
This

ondu tion bands at this time instant [138, 152℄.

an be explained by a signi ant dieren e between the ele tron and the hole ee tive

masses

mh /me ∼ 10

and delayed ele tron-hole thermalization as a result.

This methodology allowing to tra e overshooting on a pi ose ond time s ale

an be

used further to study other narrow or near-narrow band gap semi ondu tors (Si, PbSe,
PbTe, InAs). These materials must also satisfy the relation between thermalization and
5 The

predi tions for 400 nm were obtained for the same FEL pulse parameters. Note that they annot

be dire tly ompared to the experimental urve from Fig. 2b in [134℄: a ording to Fig. 3a therein, it
orresponds to a dierent set of FEL pump parameters.
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Table 4.1:

τel−latt [ps]
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Teinit [eV]

40

2.0

2.8

20

2.5

2.2

10

3.0

1.6

Model parameters iteratively adjusted to obtain predi tions in Fig. 4.31a: thermal-

ization time (τel−latt ) and the free ele tron temperature at the minimum of ∆R/R urve (Teinit ).
Table is reprodu ed from [138℄.
relaxation times:

τel << τe−h−latt << τrec .

Further ree tivity overshooting dynami s was observed and linked with band gap
shrinkage in [157℄.

In the experiment made at the T-REX laboratory at Elettra (Tri-

este) sili on surfa es were highly ex ited below the melting transition by sapphire laser
with a pump pulse at 800 nm.

Fth = 0.03 J/cm2 .

The

The estimate damage threshold in the experiment was

hara teristi

overshooting was dete ted on a time s ale of a few

pi ose onds, however with in reasing uen e it took earlier to rea h the overshooting. The
ree tivity in rease was linked with temperature in rease also via rate equations while the
de rease in diele tri

onstant due to an in reased number of

arriers was explained by the

Drude model.

4.4.2 Band separation in semi ondu tors
After the extension of the tight-binding based XTANT

ode towards ele tron-ion thermal-

ization, we got an opportunity to observe transient ree tivity of GaAs on a pi ose ond
time s ale with this tool. In [98℄ the

ode has been for the rst time applied to des ribe

time evolution of X-ray ex ited GaAs. Fig. 4.32 shows the predi tions obtained for GaAs
at the absorbed dose of
that we

∼ 0.2

eV/atom. This dose is mu h higher than the absorbed dose

onsidered in the experiments by Gahl and Krupin (∼

times ale of the ree tivity overshooting

∼ 15

0.08

eV/atom). Yet, the

ps is mu h larger than that one observed in
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both experiments at the lower dose.
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Figure 4.32:

Transient ree tivity hange of X-ray irradiated GaAs sample at 800 nm probe:

(i) simulated by XTANT (solid green line) at photon energy h̄ω = 800 eV, the absorbed dose =
0.2 eV/atom; (ii) measured experimentally in [135℄ (red points).
A

ording to XTANT, the temperature of ele trons at the end of

at the minimum of the ree tivity

4.1 mJ/cm2 )

urve, in experiments by Gahl (with uen e

[134℄ and Krupin (with uen e

the one predi ted with the Drude model is
temperature

F = 40 mJ/cm2 )

2−3

eV. The

an be obtained from the average kineti

ondu tion band

Eel ,

[135℄, is

∼

Egap

Ee−h

from the relation

0.4 eV, whereas

energy of a free ele tron within the

negle ting the hole energy, with the relation:

is the average pair

= 1.42 eV and

F =

rude estimate of the ele troni

Eel = Ee−h − Egap ,
where

as ading, i.e.,

Ee−h

reation energy and

(4.25)

Egap

is the band gap width. In GaAs

= 4.2 eV, whi h gives a universal value of

Eel = 3/2 kB Tel

it follows that

The disagreement of the ele troni

Tel

Eel

= 2.78 eV, and

= 1.85 eV.

temperatures

an be explained by re alling the
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ollisional

interband pro esses as dis ussed above. However, the XTANT model intrinsi ally assumes
an instantaneous mutual thermalization of ele trons both in the
valen e band. The entire ele troni
a single Fermi-Dira

ondu tion and in the

system in low energy domain is then represented by

distribution with a global

hemi al potential and a global ele tron

temperature whi h are updated with the simulation progress at ea h time step [5℄. This
assumption does not hold in
order to a

ase of GaAs. In this

ount for the suppressed

The simple approa h to a

ase the model has to be extended in

ollisional ex hange between the bands.

ount for delayed interband thermalization is to equilibrate

the bands separately by assuming independent thermalization of ele trons in the
tion band with a spe i

ele troni

valen e band with the temperature

temperature

Tv

and

Tc

and

hemi al potential

hemi al potential

µv

µc

and in the

respe tively. Su h kind of

approa h was introdu ed, e.g., by van Driel [158℄ for sili on. Ele trons in the

ondu tion

band and holes in the valen e band were treated there with separate Fermi-Dira
tions of dierent

Te

and

hemi al potentials

arrier density

n

µe

and

µh

ondu -

distribu-

respe tively, but with a global temperature

[84, 158℄.

In order to separate interband thermalization in the framework of the XTANT model,
we use a s heme analogous to the

ase of Fermi-Dira

potential and a global ele tron temperature.

distribution with a global

At the rst time step (before irradiation)

we assume that the sample is in equilibrium, and

al ulate a global distribution fun tion

from the initial input parameters. Later, we follow separate Fermi-Dira
ea h band. Namely, we

hemi al

distributions for

al ulate Fermi distribution fun tion for ele trons in ea h band,

by solving an inverse problem for a given number and energy of

arrires within ea h band
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as in Eq. (3.38), but with dierent energy levels boundaries:

Nvlow
Nclow

=

=

Ebg
X

fv (Ei ) =

Emin

Emin

E
cut
X

E
cut
X

fc (Ei ) =

Ebg+1

Ebg+1

Evlow

=

Ebg
X

Ei fv (Ei ) =

Emin

Eclow =
Emin

E
cut
X

Ei fc (Ei ) =

E
cut
X

Ebg+1

2
,
1 + exp((Ei − µv )/Tv )
2
,
1 + exp((Ei − µc )/Tc )
2Ei
,
1 + exp((Ei − µv )/Tv )
2Ei
,
1 + exp((Ei − µc )/Tc )

is the energy at the bottom of the valen e band,

the valen e band, and
high-energy

Ebg
X

Emin

Ebg+1
where

Ebg
X

Ebg+1

is the energy at the bottom of the

ut-o (∼ 10 eV). At ea h time step the XTANT

on the number of

is the energy at the top of

ondu tion band,

Tc

and

ondu tion band, and, in the valen e band, the temperature

potential

µv

Ecut

is the

ode updates the information

arriers and their energy in both bands. Using them, we

the bise tion method, applied for ea h band, the values of
in the

Ebg

(4.26)

al ulate with

hemi al potential

Tv

and the

µc

hemi al

respe tively at ea h time step.

With new values of distribution fun tions, we determine the global potential energy
surfa e and then initiate a mole ular dynami s

al ulation. The energy

laser pulse is then redistributed between the bands.

In

ase of inelasti

oming with the
s attering and

energy loss by a high-energy ele tron we tra e whether it remains in the high-energy domain
or falls to the low-energy part of the
of

ondu tion band. In this way, we tra e the

hanges

arrier numbers and their energy in ea h band independently. Interband transitions are

then naturally suppressed within the low-energy domain.
Similar to our earlier nding for sili on, the dynami al ele tron-phonon
for GaAs starts being

onvergent at the MD time step

oupling s heme

∆t not longer than 0.01-0.02 fs,

and

su h time step must be valid for the two-equilibrated-bands model as well. By employing
the new model, we

an tra e the behaviour of temperatures and hemi al potentials in both

bands. Similarly, as in

ase of the global Fermi distribution model, after the peak of the

pulse, a sharp in rease in valen e and

ondu tion band ele tron temperatures is observed.
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Tc

The peak value of the CB ele tron temperature

ex eeds 2 eV both in simulations of

Krupin's and Gahl's experiments (Fig. 4.33a, Fig. 4.33b), whi h is
eV estimated theoreti ally by Eq.
ele tron temperature
estimate

Te

Tv

(4.25).
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lose to the value 1.85

At the same time, the peak value of the VB

is around 0.4 eV whi h is

lose to the global ele tron temperature

= 0.42  0.43 eV for the same simulation parameters, as there are mu h more

ele trons in the valen e band and they provide the predominant ontribution into the global
ele tron temperature. The peak number of the

reated ele tron-hole pairs

ex eeds 2% whi h is also in agreement with the value
is about 2.2% in both experimental

ases. This

ne−h

ne−h

per atom

estimated by Eq. (4.19), whi h

onrms that the extended XTANT model

provides reliable results on the ele tron density and temperature.
During the ele tron-latti e thermalization pro ess the CB ele tron temperature
reases signi antly on a time s ale of 10-15 ps, in

Tv

Tc

de-

ontrast to the VB ele tron temperature

Ta

rises from

the initial value of 300 K only up to 600-700 K. As a result, the ree tivity

oe ient

whi h de reases very slowly. At the same time, the atomi

de reases by

≈ 10%

temperature

from the initial value at the temperature maximum whi h is as well

in the agreement with the experiment, but later the ree tivity rises up very slowly and
does not a hieve overshooting in 10 ps (Fig. 4.34). However, knowing the energy absorbed
from the pulse we
after the a

an predi t a nal atomi

temperature that the system would rea h

omplished ele tron-latti e equilibration. In our

ase it would be 919 K for the

onditions of Krupin's and Gahl's experiments. The predi ted nal value of the ree tivity
hange in both

ases

∆R/R

is

∼

0.08, whi h is in agreement with Krupin's experiment as

diusion only slightly ae ts its results in

ontrast to Gahl's experiment.

These ndings indi ate that the proposed dynami al s heme for ele tron-phonon
pling, although su

essful for sili on and diamond, is not reliable in

result, our model underestimates the ele tron-ion

ou-

ase of GaAs. As a

oupling rate in GaAs whi h appears to

be mu h smaller than in diamond and sili on. The reason for that might be the spe i
band stru ture of this material (with dire t band gap).
require to go beyond the
evaluation of the

Γ-point

A possible improvement would

approximation and to in lude multiple

oupling as it was performed, e.g., in [159℄.

k -points

in the
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Transient ondu tion band ele tron temperature (solid red line), valen e band

ele tron temperature (dashed green line) and atomi temperature (dot-dashed blue line) simulated
with ∆t = 0.02 fs MD time step for: a) Gahl's experiment, dynami al oupling; b) Krupin's
experiment, dynami al oupling; ) Gahl's experiment, FGR oupling; d) Krupin's experiment,
FGR oupling. The pulse uen e F = 4.1 mJ/cm2 for Gahl's experiment, F = 40 mJ/cm2 for
Krupin's experiment.
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Time dependen e of the ree tivity hange simulated with dynami al oupling

(solid lines) at ∆t = 0.02 fs MD time step and with FGR (dot-dashed lines) at ∆t = 0.1 fs
for Gahl's experiment (h̄ω = 40 eV, blue lines) and Krupin's experiment (h̄ω = 800 eV, red
lines). The pulse uen e F = 4.1 mJ/cm2 for Gahl's experiment, F = 40 mJ/cm2 for Krupin's
experiment. The bla k dashed line denotes the ree tivity oe ient, whi h must be observed
after full ele tron-latti e equilibration.
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To illustrate that the ele tron-latti e equilibration and the ree tivity overshooting are
prin ipally a hievable in a framework of the
ele tron-phonon

∆t

ondition of a

orre t

oupling treatment, we performed simulations at the larger MD time step

= 0.1 fs (Fig.

ion

urrent model under

4.35a, Fig.

4.35b) whi h arti ially in reases the rate of ele tron-

oupling. As we know from our previous studies, this time step is su ient for MD

onvergen e but too large for the
of the

onvergen e of ele tron-ion

oupling rate. The in rease

oupling rate shortens the interband thermalization time s ale.

After rea hing the equilibrium temperature and equilibrium

hemi al potential in both

bands, we swit hed ba k to the global Fermi distribution, assuming that the interband
equilibration already o

ured. Sin e the

ollisional ele tron transitions between the bands

are then again permitted, the number of ele trons in the
The larger time step ae ts the ree tivity
observed overshooting, starting after
reprodu ed, the ree tivity
to the

oe ient, and, although the experimentally
ps and saturating at

∆t

However, at

∆t

∆t = 0.02 fs (Fig.

ould not be
ompared

4.33 , Fig. 4.33d) does not give the observable

= 0.1 fs the FGR (Fig.

faster bands equilibration

ps,

= 0.02 fs with DC approa h.

dieren e in the bands equilibration time s ale
step.

∼ 10

oe ient rises ba k to its initial value faster, when

ase of the MD time step

The FGR tested with

∼ 5

ondu tion band starts to de rease.

ompared with the DC at the same time
4.35 , Fig.

4.35d) provides signi antly

ompared with the DC, as was dis ussed in Subse tion 4.3.3.

The overshooting with FGR at

∆t

= 0.1 fs is still not observed in both

although the growth of the ree tivity by

∼ 5%

from the minimum value

ases at 10 ps,
an be dete ted

(Fig. 4.34). Let us note that the FGR s heme is inherently divergent in this regime (i.e.,
for any time step

hosen) [76℄. We show the predi tions obtained with Fermi's Golden Rule

s heme for purely illustrative purpose.
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Transient ondu tion band ele tron temperature (solid red line), valen e band

ele tron temperature (dashed green line) and atomi temperature (dot-dashed blue line) simulated
with ∆t = 0.1 fs MD time step for: a) Gahl's experiment (h̄ω = 40 eV), dynami al oupling; b)
Krupin's experiment (h̄ω = 800 eV), dynami al oupling; ) Gahl's experiment, FGR oupling; d)
Krupin's experiment, FGR oupling. The pulse uen e F = 4.1 mJ/cm2 for Gahl's experiment,
F = 40 mJ/cm2 for Krupin's experiment.

Chapter 5
Con lusions and outlook

5.1 Con lusions
In this work, we studied the interplay between transient stru tural modi ations and optial properties in several FEL-ex ited semi ondu tors. It gave us an opportunity to follow
the transient opti al
diated materials.

oe ients related to the non-equilibrium dynami s within the irra-

Thus, we

an

ompare our theoreti al predi tions with the results of

the modern time-resolved experiments at FEL fa ilities that often involve measurements
of opti al

oe ients. Two models have been used: an extension of the hybrid

al ulation

tool XTANT for C, Si and GaAs, and a unied model based on rate equations and Drude
theory whi h was only used for GaAs to estimate the ele tron-latti e thermalization ee ts
in it.

The mole ular dynami s

al ulations with XTANT are based on the transferable

tight-binding method, and thus, the model takes an intermediate pla e between
approa hes and empiri al methods, as a ' ompromise' solution fullling the a
the

ab initio

ura y and

omputational e ien y requirements. The model also employs Monte Carlo s heme

in the part treating kineti s of high-energy ele trons in the

ondu tion band and deep shell

holes in the valen e band whose density is relatively small in

ase of XUV and soft X-ray

pulses. The rest (low-energy) ele trons are distributed on the tight-binding energy levels
and their o

upation numbers are determined by the Boltzmann equation.
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approa hes makes the model self- onsistent. Typi ally, ele tron ex itation and thermalization o

ur within a few hundred femtose onds. At later times, we tra e the ele tron-latti e

equilibration via nonadiabati

approa h until the diusion and transport ee ts start to

dominate. Thus, we are able to des ribe the response of semi ondu tors to the irradiation
in terms of opti al properties a
of the diele tri

urately enough on a time s ale of

∼ 10 ps.

The

al ulation

fun tion and transient opti al properties is based on the Lindhard theory

within the random phase approximation, where the ne essary momentum matrix elements
are taken from the tight-binding Hamiltonian.
The results of our simulations indi ate that opti al properties ree t the
the atomi

stru ture of the materials.

hanges of

As opti al properties (su h as transmission and

ree tivity) are standard experimental observables, it makes them good indi ators of phase
transformations. Thus, from the available experimental results, we
on the phase transitions in irradiated materials.

an retrieve information

Our method des ribed the following

phenomena: ultrafast non-thermal graphitization of diamond, thermal and non-thermal
melting of sili on. In addition, the
the band gap shrinking,

onne tion of the ree tivity overshooting in GaAs with

aused by the ele tron-latti e thermalization, was demonstrated by

the XTANT model together with the unied model from [138℄. The simulation indi ated
a novel opportunity to measure the ele tron-phonon

oupling rate in semi ondu tors from

the opti al properties.
The studied ultrafast non-thermal graphitization of diamond is one of the fastest known
phase transition whi h may o

ur within 100-150 fs, i.e., still during the a tion of the

ultrashort FEL pulses. The validity of our model for the des ription of opti al oe ients in
non-equilibrium arbon was established by

omparing the simulation results for ree tivity

with the results a quired in the experiment by Reitze et al [96℄.

We also proved the

inappli ability of the ordinary Drude model (without interband transitions) to des ribe
the opti al properties in non-equilibrium systems ex ited above the damage threshold. A
previously established graphitization threshold dose of 0.7 eV/atom was

onrmed. Finally,

the results produ ed by our model were found to be in an ex ellent agreement with the
experimental results from a re ent time-resolved non-thermal graphitization experiment on
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FERMIElettra fa ility, in whi h time-resolved transmission was utilized as the signature
of the transition.
Melting of sili on has two possible transition hannels dependent on the absorbed dose:
thermal and non-thermal.

In the

ase of a dose over the non-thermal threshold, both

hannels may be involved. When the thermal melting dominates, opti al properties relax
on a longer time s ale (∼ 1 ps), than in
In other words, the

ase when non-thermal ee ts dominate (∼

100 fs).

hanges of the opti al properties are smoother during thermal melting.

We analyzed the melting of sili on for dierent doses and found that the formation of the
high-density liquid phase (HDL) is predominantly onne ted with the non-thermal melting,
while the low-density liquid phase (LDL)

an be an out ome of solely thermal melting. The

estimated doses of 0.65 eV/atom and 0.9 eV/atom for LDL and HDL phases found their
onrmation in an experiment. The model was tested against the ree tivity data from
the Sokolowski-Tinten's et al. experiment [109℄ and showed a good agreement with it.
Gallium arsenide is a popular and widely studied

ompound nowadays. It has appli a-

tions for FEL pulse diagnosti s as a timing tool [134℄. The transient

hanges of ree tivity

were measured in experiments by Gahl et al. [134℄ with XUV photons and by Krupin et
al. [135℄ with soft X-ray photons. In both experiments, the transient opti al ree tivity
showed an ultrafast drop in less than 1 ps and a subsequent re overy to its initial value,
with an eventual overshooting of its initial value within a few pi ose onds. After rea hing
the maximum of ele tron-hole density at the minimum of the ree tivity

urve the sys-

tem starts to relax predominantly by ele tron-latti e thermalization, in reasing the latti e
temperature. The evolution of the ele tron temperature and the latti e temperature was
treated by two-temperature model whi h is
model that follows the transient ree tivity.

oupled with rate equations and the Drude
The

ombination of s hemes forms a uni-

ed model [138℄ that we used for tra ing the evolution of opti al properties in irradiated
semi ondu tors.

The model results reprodu e the behaviour of the transient ree tivity

urve within few tens of pi ose onds. The model

onrms that the ree tivity overshoot-

ing is a result of the band gap shrinking during the latti e heating.

At the same time,

the overshooting is a signature of ele tron latti e thermalization, and the time s ale of its
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emergen e is essentially a time s ale of the ele tron-latti e thermalization. Independently,
we also used the XTANT model, whi h did not reprodu e the overshooting ee t on a time
s ale

onsidered in the experiment.

ele trons

Tc

The evaluated temperature of the

and the ele tron-hole density

ne−h

ondu tion band

at the end of the ele tron thermalization

were far from the estimates made with the unied model. Further extension of the XTANT
towards a separate treatment of valen e and
ount for the spe i
whi h are

ondu tion bands was made in order to a -

properties of GaAs. It allowed to obtain the values of

Tc

and

ne−h

lose to the estimates of the unied model [138℄. Furthermore, we identied the

reason for the disagreeement between XTANT predi tions and experimental data on the
ree tivity

hange of GaAs at pi ose ond time s ales whi h is due to a too low ele tron-ion

oupling rate implemented.

5.2 Outlook
The presented resear h emphasized the importan e of opti al properties based on the
diele tri

fun tion as sensitive tools to dete t stru tural transitions in semi ondu tors.

Alltogether, it is

lear that in this eld there is still a very large spa e for future devel-

opments. Let us make an outlook of future developments related to our work and to the
simulations of ultrafast FEL indu ed pro esses in solids. First, we

learly see the ne es-

sity of employing more universal te hniques with less tted and preadjusted parameters
for every single element or

ompound.

It predetermines our way to ab initio modeling,

su h as, e.g., XMOLECULE whi h was des ribed in Subse tion 2.5.2. This does not mean
that we should
should

ompletely de line the semi-empiri al tight-binding paradigm,  rather we

ombine e ient features of both approa hes. For example, in the

interatomi

for es are

urrent version,

al ulated with the Hellmann-Feynman theorem [5, 18℄ by taking

the derivatives of the potential energy surfa e. However, the Hellmann-Feynman theorem
works a
In

urately for self- onsistent eld (SCF) in the limit of a

omplete basis set [160℄.

ase of a nite number of basis set fun tions, Pulay for es [161℄ must be

orre tions to the Hellmann-Feynman for es.

al ulated as

Then, the Hartree-Fo k energy expression
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should be derived in order to get the Hellmann-Feynman for e together with the Pulay
for e, i.e., the expli it forms of wave fun tions are needed, and this leads to a usage of an
ab initio approa h.
The

urrently implemented s heme for the

the ele tron s attering

al ulation of CDF and

ross se tions is another issue that

orrespondingly

an be improved. The obvious

way to do it implies again the adoption of rst prin iples te hniques. One of the possible
routes in ludes a usage of the linear response and plasma density u tuations theories. In
this framework, the linear plasma sus eptibility
omponents of an external potential
u tuation

hnind (k, ω)i

φext (k, ω) and

an be determined by the Fourier

the ensemble averaged ele tron density

[162, 163℄:

hnind (k, ω)i
.
−eφext (k, ω)

χ(k, ω) =
Then with the

χ(k, ω)

omplex diele tri

fun tion

ε(k, ω),

(5.1)

whi h is linked with the sus eptibility

as

1
4πe2
= 1 + 2 χ(k, ω),
ε(k, ω)
k
the dynami
se tion)

stru ture fa tor

S(k, ω)

Ω

(whi h in turn is related to the s attering

ross

an be related via u tuation-dissipation theorem as [66, 162, 163℄:

S(k, ω) = −
where

(5.2)

is a plasma volume,

s attering

ross se tions

1
h̄ k 2 Ω
Im
,
2
−βh̄ω
2π e (1 − e
) ε(k, ω)

β = 1/kb T .

The elasti

an then be obtained for

(ω

S(k, ω)

= 0)

(5.3)

and inelasti

(ω

6= 0)

with su h a s heme. It means

that one would not employ any tting parameters and fun tions, as it is realized now with
Rit hie and Howie method, and

ould obtain

ross se tion estimates out of equilibrium.

Another possibility to extend the borders of the TB-based model impli ates the usage of
the Boltzmann transport equation for the des ription of statisti al behaviour of the system
in non-equilibrium state. This approa h is intended to repla e the Fermi distribution and
temperature equation in the

urrent s heme that assumes instant equilibration of ele trons

in the system by transient non-equilibrium ele tron distribution. So far, already ele tronion

ollision Boltzmann integral has been involved in the model.
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In Se tion 3.3, we dis ussed, that the tight-binding based model does not work at high
uen es, as TB parametrization des ribes only the lowest levels of the

ondu tion band.

At high irradiation doses, the ele trons o

ondu tion band,

but, a

upy the upper levels of the

ording to the model, the ele trons must be thermally distributed within the bands

available within the model to form the Fermi distribution. The temperature and

hemi al

potential whi h are arguments of the distributions are underestimated in su h a model.
Moreover, a large relative value of the
signi ant

harge ee ts, not

ondu tion band ele trons or

ore holes

an lead to

aptured by the quasi-neutral TB approa h.

In general, tra ing of X-ray indu ed stru tural dynami s by means of opti al properties has a great potential from both theoreti al and experimental point of view.
urrently existing experimental tools are

The

ontinuously upgraded, and besides, new experi-

mental developments su h as tabletop X-ray lasers [164, 165℄ are very promising in terms
of simpli ity, e ien y and in rease in number of experiments in the eld. The

ommis-

sioning of European XFEL will also open a door to experiments with extremely brilliant
oherent short pulses with a high repetition rate (27 000 ashes per se ond [9℄).

Appendix A
Verlet algorithm

One of the most popular methods of integrating the equations of motion in mole ular
dynami s was developed by Verlet [74, 166℄. The se ond order equation of motion looks as
follows:

fi = mi r̈i ,
where

mi

is a mass of a parti le

i, ri

(A.1)

is a Cartesian

oordinate of a parti le,

for e a ting on a parti le. After the Taylor expansions, the
instant

t + δt

and

t − δt

fi

oordinate fun tions

is a total

r

at time

an be read as:

r(t + δt) = r(t) + δtṙ(t) + (1/2)δt2r̈(t) + ...,
r(t − δt) = r(t) − δtṙ(t) + (1/2)δt2 r̈(t) + ...

(A.2)

Summation of these equations gives us:

r(t + δt) = 2r(t) − r(t − δt) + δt2 r̈(t).
The velo ity

v = ṙ(t)

(A.3)

an then be expressed by dedu ting one of Eq. (A.2) from another

and negle ting terms of order

δt4 :
v(t) =

r(t + δt) − r(t − δt)
.
2δt

(A.4)

The modi ation of this algorithm made by Ho kney and Potter [167, 168℄ in ludes the
al ulation of the mid-step velo ity

v(t − 1/2δt).
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alled Verlet-algorithm in the velo ity form, is found by taking
step

t + 2δt

and velo ity

v

at the time step

oordinate

r

at the time

t + δt:

r(t + 2δt) = 2r(t + δt) − r(t) + δt2 r̈(t),
v(t + δt) =

r(t + 2δt) − r(t)
.
2δt

(A.5)

(A.6)

Then by inserting Eq. (A.5) and the rst of Eqs. (A.2) into Eq. (A.6) we get:

v(t + δt) = v(t) + δt
The nal expressions, after marking

r̈

r̈(t) + r̈(t + δt)
.
2

as the a

eleration

a,

(A.7)

take the following form:

r(t + δt) = r(t) + δtv(t) + 1/2δt2 a(t),
v(t + δt) = v(t) + 1/2δt[a(t) + a(t + δt)].

(A.8)

Appendix B
Ehrenfest approximation in

al ulation

of potential energy surfa e

As it was stated in Chapter 3, knowing transient o
the irradiated material, we

an

upation numbers and energy levels of

al ulate the potential energy surfa e (PES) as in Eq. (3.31)

with an additional repulsion term. In our hybrid model we apply the Ehrenfest approximation whi h means that the ele troni

states are populated with an average ele troni

distribution and the PES is evaluated through averaging of all possible PES
to the Fermi fun tion [103℄. The interatomi

for es are

orresponding

al ulated as the gradients of the

PES. If the PES are parallel, then the for es are not sensitive to the ele trons hopping
between the dierent surfa es.
In order to he k, whether the PES that we obtain fullls the requirements of the Ehrenfest approximation, we

onstru ted the PES (Fig. B.1) for dierent number of ele trons

in diamond promoted to the

ondu tion band during its irradiation with a dose of 0.85

eV/atom, i.e. above the graphitization threshold. The photon energy
in the simulation was 10 keV, the pulse duration

τ

h̄ω

of the FEL pulse

was 10 fs and the super ell

ontained

64 atoms. The diamond turned into graphite on a time s ale of 100-150 fs, and, until that,
the PES were almost parallel to ea h other. The average Fermi distribution
all of them, a

ording to the Ehrenfest-like dynami

110

urve

rossed

assumption. On a later time s ale,
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Figure B.1:

0
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Time, fs
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250
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Time evolution of the potential energy surfa es of diamond irradiated above the

graphitization threshold. FEL pulse photon energy was h̄ω = 10 keV, pulse duration τ = 10 fs,
absorbed dose = 0.85 eV/atom. 64 atoms were in the simulated super ell. The urves represent
potential energy surfa es for the ground state of diamond and for dierent numbers of ele trons
ex ited to the ondu tion band. The red bold urve stands for the transient potential energy
surfa e al ulated with Fermi distribution on the traje tory leading to graphitization.
some

rossings between potential energy surfa es

ould be found, but, by that time, the

system had already turned into graphite and the dynami al pathway for the system had
been already

hosen [103℄. Thus, the Ehrenfest-like dynami s is appli able in our model

and the averaging over the population of ele troni

states

an be adopted.

Appendix C
Tight-binding parameters

The tight-binding parameters for

arbon and sili on used in Eq. (3.25) and Eq. (3.30) are

listed in the following Tables C.1 and C.2 respe tively. The Hamiltonian from Eq. (3.25)
is the symmetri

matrix whi h

onsists of (4

×

4)-matrix blo ks, as there are 4 orbitals in

3
sp basis set. The diagonal and o-diagonal blo ks of Hamiltonian matrix look as follows:





spy
spx
spz
ss
t
tij
tij
tij
ǫ 0 0 0
 ij


s
 spx px px px py px pz 


−tij tij
 0 ǫp 0 0 
tij
tij 
 , Hij = 

Hii = 
 spy px py py py py pz  .


−tij tij
 0 0 ǫp 0 
tij
tij 




py pz
pz pz
px pz
spz
0 0 0 ǫp
tij
tij
−tij tij

(C.1)

3 ∗
For GaAs, the TB s heme with sp s basis set has been adopted. Therefore the Hamiltonian matrix will

ontain (5

×

5)-blo ks (Eq.

C.2).

The tight-binding parameters of

GaAs are listed in Table C.3.




tss
ǫs 0 0 0 0
 ij


 spx


−tij
 0 ǫp 0 0 0 






y
Hii =  0 0 ǫp 0 0  , Hij = −tsp
 ij


 spz


−tij
 0 0 0 ǫp 0 



tss∗
0 0 0 0 ǫs∗
ij
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x
tsp
ij

tij y

sp

z
tsp
ij

tpijx px

p p
tijx y

tpijx pz

p py

tijx

p py

tijy

p pz

tpijz pz

p s∗

pz s∗
tij

tijy

tpijx pz tijy

px s∗
tij
tijy

p pz

tss∗
ij




px s∗ 

tij


p s∗ 
tijy  .

pz s∗ 
tij 

s∗s∗
tij

(C.2)
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113

Tight-binding parameters of arbon used in the model taken from [169℄. r0 =

1.536329 Å, n = 2, r1 = 2.45 Å, rm = 2.6 Å. The on-site energies of the orbitals were: ǫs = -2.99
eV, ǫp = 3.71 eV.
Ele troni

ξ
rc

[Å℄

nc
Vξ0

[eV℄

parameters

ssσ

spσ

ppσ

ppπ

2.18

2.18

2.18

2.18

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

-5.0

4.7

5.5

-1.55

Repulsive potential parameters

φ0

[eV℄

8.18555

m

3.30304

mc

8.6655

d0

[Å℄

1.64

dc

[Å℄

2.1052

a0

-2.590976512

a1

[eV℄

a2

[eV℄

-1.78963499

a3

[eV℄

2.353922152

a4

[eV℄

-1.242511696

0.573115150

×10−3

×10−5

×10−7
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Table C.2:

114

Tight-binding parameters of sili on used in the model taken from [170℄. r0 = 2.360352

Å, n = 2, r1 = 4.0 Å, rm = 4.16 Å. The on-site energies of the orbitals were: ǫs = -5.25 eV, ǫp =
1.20 eV.
Ele troni

ξ
rc

[Å℄

nc
Vξ0

[eV℄

parameters

ssσ

spσ

ppσ

ppπ

3.5

3.55

3.7

3.7

9.5

8.5

7.5

7.5

-2.038

1.745

2.75

-1.075

Repulsive potential parameters

φ0

[eV℄

1.0

m

6.8755

mc

13.017

d0

[Å℄

2.360352

dc

[Å℄

3.66995

a0

0.0

a1

[eV℄

2.1604385

a2

[eV℄

-0.1384393

a3

[eV℄

5.8398423

a4

[eV℄

-8.0263577

×10−3

×10−5
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Tight-binding parameters of GaAs used in the model taken from [70℄. The on-site

Table C.3:

energies of the orbitals were: ǫs = -2.657 eV, ǫp = 3.669 eV, ǫs∗ = 6.739 eV; rc = 3.511 Å, nc =
13.0.
Ele troni

ξ
Vξ0

[eV℄

ssσ

spσ

ppσ

ppπ

s*p

ss*

-1.613

2.504

3.028

-0.781

2.082

0

Repulsive potential parameters

Φ1

[eV℄

2.3906

Φ2

[eV℄

1.2347

α

[Å℄

parameters

0.3555

Appendix D
Cross se tions for inelasti

ele tron

s attering

The parameters used in the model fun tions for the determination of the imaginary part of
the inverse

omplex diele tri

fun tion (the so- alled loss fun tion) in Eq. (3.21) are listed

in Tables D.1, D.2 and D.3.

Table D.1:

Coe ients of the CDF for the ele tron inelasti s attering in arbon.
Shell

i

E0i [eV]

Ai

γi

K

1

250.0

480

200

Valen e band

1

22.3

17

2

2

24.5

25

4

3

29.2

185

5.5

4

32.0

29

4

5

35.0

221

11

6

47.0

505

37
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Table D.2:

Table D.3:

Coe ients of the CDF for the ele tron inelasti s attering in sili on.
Shell

i

E0i [eV]

Ai

γi

K

1

1579.84393

236.1525

1192.8108

L1

1

219.31853

223.14459

199.22160

L2

1

100

685

145

Valen e band

1

15.9504

113.883

3.212

2

17.499583

135.1805

3.0291

Coe ients of the CDF for the ele tron inelasti s attering in GaAs.
i

E0i [eV]

Ai

γi

K

1

10000

60

7000

L1

1

1200

55

1300

L2

1

1000

105

750

L3

1

1020

280

1200

M1

1

225

20

210

M2

1

230

32

320

2

105

5

1

3

550

5

550

1

235

75

320

2

105

1

1

1

250

50

500

2

80

160

110

1

76

217

100

2

200

140

500

Shell

Ga

M3

M4

M5
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As
K

1

14000

50

8000

L1

1

1300

110

3700

L2

1

1000

105

750

L3

1

1020

130

1300

M1

1

240

28

300

M2

1

250

28

300

2

500

3

300

3

600

10

550

1

260

70

320

2

500

30

200

1

300

140

600

2

115

135

120

1

123

260

130

2

300

40

5000

1

16

65

6.5

2

30

3

21

3

3.7

0.1

1

4

14

10.5

2

5

10

13

3

6

12

2

1

M3

M4

M5

Valen e band
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